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W.ATER-PRESSURE ENGINES,

CHAPTER VI.
WATER-PRESSURE ENGlNES,

§ 177. Water-Pre8su1·e .Qn9ines.-Water-pressure engines, ns
their name indicates, are set in motion by a column of water. Their
motion is a reciprocating rectilinear
rift 284.
motion, and not rotatory as in the turbine. The leading features of a water
pressure engine are delineated in Fig.
284. .fl is a reservoir at the upper
end of the pipe. .IJB is the pressure
piJ>e. C is the working cylinder, in
,vhich the "·ater moves the loaded
piston K. In the pipe BO, by which
the pressure pipe communicates with
the cylinder, the rcgula.ting valve or
cock is placed. It is here represented
as a three-,vay cock, serving alternately
to open ond close the communication
between the ,vorking cylinder and the
pressure pipe. When the way is open,
the ,vater presses on the piston, antl
raises it, with its load, through a cer
tain height-the length of stroke
,vbcn the communication between the
pressure pipe and the cylinder is shut, a.
way is opened for the discharge of the
water from the cylinder by the pipe .D,
and the piston then descends by its own g1·a.yity.
,vater-pressure engines are either single or doubel acting. Fig.
284 sho\VS the general arrangement of the single-acting engine, in
,vhieh the piston is made to move in one direction by the pressure
of the water, and to return by its o,vn weight.
In the double-acting engine, the up stroke and down stroke, or
both strokes of the piston, are made under the hydranlic pressure.
Fig. 285 shows the general arrangement of a double-acting engine.
The cock is in this case a four-way cock. In I. the pressure is on
the upper side of the piston through .IJBC, nnd the discharge goes
on tlu·ough C1 B1 D. In II. the pressure is on the under side through
.AB1 C1 of the piston, and the discha.rge through CBD.
'\\ nter-pressure engines are a.lso ma.de with two cylinders, each
single-ncting, but connected together, as in Fig. 285, so that while
�he -One pi �ton is ascending by the pressure of the water, the other
The relative
LS descending, the water being discharged therefrom.
1
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· in Figs.
position of the passages in the four-wo.y cock are shown
286 and 287.
Fict, 285.

•

Fig. 280. f.

Fig. 287. II.

§ 178. Pressure Pipes. - The pressure pipes should take the
w ater from a feeding cistern or settling reservoir, in which the water
has time to deposit the foreign matters it may have carried so fa.r
along with it. In front of this a grating must be placed, to keep
ha.ck leaves, ice, &c. &c.
The end of the pressure pipes should dip so a.s to be 1½ foot, at
least, a.hove the bottom of the feed cistern, and 3 to 4 feet under
the surface of the water in it, so as to prevent the influx of heavier
pa�ticles, and to render the indraught of air impossible. For this
ObJect the end of the pipe mny be conveniently curved with the
mouth downwards, as shown in Fia. 2 . 0 being a valve for
s�1�t�ing off t�e water from the pip� B, when required. Fi� a
d1vi�1on plate m the cistern. G is a grating to keep back floating
bo<l1es. The pressure pipes may be either of wood or iron,.but nre
u�ually of the latter material, and made from ¼ to ½ the mtcrnal
diameter of tl1e working cylinder. The pipes for great heads are
made to increase in thickness from the top downwards proportionally
to the pressure. The formula: e = 0,0025 n,d1 + 0,66 inches may
be. usod for calculating the strength required for a�y given �ressure
,i 1n atmospheres= 83 feet of water• ti beinl}' the 1nternnl diameter
of tho pipes. The formula given in' ,r�l. I.§ 2 3, is applicable to

•
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ordinary ,va.ter conduits, but is inapplicable to the present case,
because the pressure of the ,vater here varies frequently, nnd even
acts with impact, \\'hen the valves are suddenly closed. The pipes
Fig. 2S8.

must be carefully p'roved by an hydraulic or Ilr:1mnh press. The
porosity ?f pip?s, "·hich �t fi_rst proving is very sensib]e, gradually
becomes msens1ble as ox1<lat1on goes on. In the case of the pipes
for the pressure engine, at Huelgoat, described hcrenftcr, boiled oil
was used in proving the pipes, by which they become impregnated
to a certain depth 1\"ith the oil, and thus their porosity stopped, and
even protection against corrosion insured.
The pressw·e pipes are usually jointed by Bunches and screw
bolts; a ring of lead, or of i'ron, r
' ust being interposed, as shown in
Figs. 289 and 290. A mixture of lime water, linseed oil, Yarnish,
Fig. 289.

Fig. 200.

nnd chopped flax, makes a very good pipe-joint. The spigot and
fnucet joint, with folding wedges of wood, make the best and cheapest
joint for cast iron pipes.
§ 179. The Wo1·king Oylinder.-Tbe working cylinder is made
of cnst iron or of gun metal. The number of strokes is limited to
from 3 to 6 per minute, so that there may be the least possible loss
of effect; and, therefore, the capacity of the cylinder is made to
<lepend rather on its length than its diameter. The strokes is made
from 8 to 6 times the diameter d of the cylinder. The mean velo
city v, of the piston, is usually 1 foot per second, in order that the
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mean velocity v1 of the water in the pressure pipes, and hence the
hydraulic resistances may be as small as possible. It is not advisa
ble in any case to have the latter velocity greater than 10 feet per
second, and 6 feet is a. better limit. If we assume v ::s 1, andv1 = 6
2
2
,c
,c
d
d
v1 , we get for the
v
fieet, the quantity of water being:
-==
4
4
proportion of the diameter of the pressure pipe to that of the cylin

J! J!-

der, , =
0,408, or about 0,4.
=
:
If Q be the quantity of water supplied; per second, then for a
double-acting engine, or for a double-cylind r engine, Q - " cP . v,
�
4
and hence we have the diameter
of the working �ylinder
required
- .
.
-d == 4 Q =- 1,t3JQ, that is, forv-= 1, d-=-1,18-✓Qfeet. For
·
,c V
V
. a single-cylinder, single-acting engine, Q== ½. " d2 v-.·. d =- 1,60
4 :

J
i,
J

\

and if v -1, d= 1,60✓Qfeet. If the �troke of the piston

= 3 d to 6d, the

t ==

!v ,

time for one stroke of a single-acting engine is
or if v - 1 t == a in seconds, and hence the number of sin'

'

gle strokes per minute:
11
60,
V
60.
60
=n,
1,
___
when
.·.
v
=n1
= B
B
t
and the number of double strokes :
30v or if = 1, n = 30.
n
v
n =- . =
'
8
B
2
It is, however, better, in the case of a, single acting, single cylinder,
water-pressure engine, to begin the stroke somewhat more slowly,
or to cause the descent of the piston to take place more rapidly than
with the mean velocity, because the hydraulic resistances are greater
for the working or up stroke, than for the return of the piston.
The working cylinder must be accurately bored. The thickness
of the metal is made greater than the usual i;-ules of calculation indi
cate as enough, to compensate for wear, and beca�se of the shock
at entrance of the water. The formulae=- 0,0025 "d 1 will be
found useful in guiding to the proper dimensions. The cylinder
may be stre!1gthened_l by mouldings or ribs cast rou�d it.
.
.
Th� working �ybn�er is subject to a pressure 1n the �1rect1on
opposite to that 1n wluch the piston moves, equal to the weight_ of a
column of w!-ter FI,, ,., F being the area of the base, A the height,
and y the weigh� of a cubic unit ; h being not unfreq�ently several
hundred feet, this pressure of the water is very considerable, and,
hence, the substructure on which the cylinder rests must be very
strong. Water-pressure e�gines are erected in the shafts of mines

+
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for raising water, more frequently than in any other position, and
cannot, therefore, be placed on the solid rock, or foundations laid
thereon, but have to be supported on cross
Fig. 291.
beams or o.rohes of stone, or of iron.
Remark. Besides this pres�ure, the cylinner ho.s to with.

stand a horizo11tal pressure in the direction of the ,vatcr
ente1iug it, and proponionnl to its secuon. The effect of
this is less observable, because the pressure acts at a point
only a little above tlie base of the oylintl�r, and because
the pressnre pipe, ,vbich i s flnnly connected ,vith the
cylinder, is equally pressed in the oppOi:iite <lireclion. In
any bend or knee piece .IJJJ, Fig. 20l, there iis a resultant
pressure CR= R, ,vbich may be put
P � F, h ,- . ✓2, FI being the nrea of tile pipe
and Ji the pressure heighL

=

=

§ 180. Tlte Working Piston. - The mo.in piston which moves
under the pressure of the ,vater, consists essentially of a cylindrical
disc fitting smoothly into the cylinder. To make this piston per
fectly tight, and at the same time not to cause thereby too great a
resistance to motion, a. packing (Fr. garniture; Ger. Liderung) of
hemp, leather, or metal is applied, either on the piston, or in tho
cylinder, in which latter case the piston becomes what is termed a
plunger or ram. The packing of the pistons of water-pressm·e en
gines is usually either leather or metallic 1·ings. They are adjusted
Fig. 292.
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Fig. 293.
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to a pressure proportional to the column of water, so that, on the
one hand, no water may escape or pn.ss, and on the other, that there
may be no unnecessary friction. The best packing that can be em
ployed, is that in which the water itself presses the leather or pack
�ng against the surface of the cylinder, or of the ram. The pa.eking
1s m:1de so that it can be gradually compressed as it wears, by means
of a ring fitting upon it, and adjusted by screws. Fig. 292 is the
piston of a, water-pressure engine at Clausthnl, in which the manner
of laying in the packing is clearly represented. A is the piston,
properly so called, and BB the piston rod, a a and b b arc the pack
ing rings, and c c t,vo fine channels communicating with the back
of the packing b b. Other methods of packing "· e shall describe
hereafter.
For the plunger or ram, or Bra111.ah pisto n, the packing may like
wise be kept tight hydrostatically. A, Fig. 293, is the piston, B
the cylinder, O the pressure pipe, 1)1) the packing or stuffing box,
screwed on to the piston , a a is the packing ring, and b o the five
channels of comn1 unication. This manner of
Fil{. 294keeping the packing tight is more applicable to
t�e case of a stuffing box, than to the ordinary
piston.

Remark. The oon1pre!!sed riog packing is alro npplietl nt the
oornpensalion joints, wliich must be introduced in the length
of the pres�ure pipe. Fig. 294 shows such a pipe, .B.11 being
�e cnlargetl end of one pipe B, accurately boretl out, and rest
ing on SUJJports CC; aa o.re pncking rings oompressetl by screws
anJ nuts on to tho thickeucu end of the upper pipe D.

§ 181. The Piston R od and Stuffing Box.
The piston rod goes either upwa1·ds or downwards
to the open end, or through the cover of the
cylinder. In the first case, it rec1uires very little special arrange
ment, an<l ma.y be, in fact is, n· equently made of wood. In the
second case, it must go through a. stuffing h ox, must, therefore, be
t�rncd, and can only be made of iron or gun metal. The dimen
sions of the piston rod is to be ca.lculated according to the received
theory of the strength of n1aterials. If d be the diameter of the
,vorking cylinder, and p the pressure of the "'a.ter, on each square
inch of the piston, the force P = rt a� . p; and if di be the diameter
4 of strength of its materia.l,
of the piston rod, and K the modulus
d
then its strength :=: P = " 2i K, and by equating the two forces,
4

we have : d, = <l

Ji·

K is to be taken from the table in Vol. I.

§ 186, and p is given by the formula. p _ lt ,, .

- 1 44

The stuffing box: (Fr. h o-ite a garniture; Ger. Stopfoiichse) is a
box placed on the cylinder cover, so lined with leather or hempen
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rings, that the piston rod, in passing through it, has fi·eedom to movo
but _the passage is rendered water, or air, .or steam tight, accol_rding
to circumstances. For ,vater-pressure engmes, a leather pncking is
found to ans,ver best. Fig. 295 shows the apparatus in question.
AA is the piston ro<l, BB the stuffing
box, BaO its packing, 1)1) the cover
with the sore,vs for compressing the
pn.cking. A grease cup is sunk in the
cover IJ, and kept filled with a grease
composed of 6 parts hog's Jard, 5 parts
tallow, and 1 part palm oil, or with pure
olive oil, or neat's-foot oil.
In the engine at Clausthal, oiling
presses are applieu, hn.Ying a sn1all pis
ton, worked by a weight, nnd ,vhich
forces the grease into the packing
through a fine tube comn1unicating ,vith the c�annels of a brass
ring, having a section of the I form, and round which the packing is
lapped.
§ 182. Tlie Valves.-The valves and their gear are, as it were,
the very henrt of the water-pressure engine, for it is by them the
machine is mado continuously self-acting. The valves cover and
uncover apertures for the admission and discharge of the water
from the cylinder, and these are ,vorked so as to open and shut the
�pcrtures u.lternately, by means of gear connected with moving parts
of the engine, so that the engine is thereby 1nade selj'-acting. The
valves are either cocks, or sliding pistons. The latter form is now
generally adopted.
The manner of applying a cock as a valve has been alrea.dy ex
plained, so thu.t ,vc shall now only further describe the sliding piston
valves. The nrrnngcment of piston valves for a single acting, single
cylinder engirte is shown in Figs. 296 and 297. E is the pressure
Fig. 206.

Fjg, 207.

•
•
•

A _ the discharge
p�pc, 0 the "·?rking cylinder, B �he valve oylinder,
_
p1pe, K the piston valve, and L its cou,nter pistoln, which, by taking
the �qua] and opposite pressure, renders the movement of the valves
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more easy. When, as in Fig. 296, K is lowered, the worlring cylin
der and pressure pipes are in communication, and when, as in Fig.
297, K is raised to tho position 1(1, the communica.tion between the
pressure pipes and cylinder is shut, and the passage for discharge
?f water fron1 the cylinder is open. In the double-acting engine, or
�n t""�e double-cylinder engine, the slide pistons must be arranged as
in } 1gs. 29 and 20tl. E is the pressure pipe, (J the pipe going
Fiu. 1nn

to tho top, nnd 01 that going to the botto1n of the working cylinder
(or going respectively to the bottom of tho two cylindcrs in the
<loublc-cylinder engine). .A. is the discharge pipe for the water sup
plied by the first, n.nu A. 1 that for the water supplied by the secontl.
�ron1 ltig. 29 , we see that, ,vhen the slide va.J,,e is up, the pressure
pipe is in communication with O, and the discharge n1n.de through
A, and ,v hcn the slide pistons are lo,vercd, a.s in Fig. 299, the com
munication is open to 01> and the uset.l water discharged from O by
the pipe A .
§ 1 8. 2'lte JTaZt,e Oock.-The cock is used for smaller engines,
as shown in Fig. 300. JIJI is the cock, BB its cover, K is the
sq?�rcd end on to which a. levet· for turning i t fits, D is a screw for
ra1s1ng or lowering the cock in its cover. The pa sages of the cock
are made so as to suit the purposes to which it is applied, as "·e
have explained above.
In Fig. 300, n. means of counteracting the effects of greater pres
sure coming on one side of the cock is shown; h bl are two cuts on
th� cock, communicating with the passage a, by the openings c, Ci,
so that a. counter pressure is obtained, which, by proper adjustn1e!1t
of the parts, cut out at b n.nd b , ba.luncc the tlia.gono.l p1·essure in
1
the main passage.
In order to equalize the wear of the cocks on n.11 sides, l\!r. Brer
�el, of Freiberg, introduced the methocl of turning them round cor
tinuously in tbe sn1ne direction instead of turning them backwards
an_ld for,�·ar<ls through only god. We shall see the application of
th1s valve in n. description of a water-pressure engine erected by �I.
Brendrcl, in the sequel.

26*
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§ 184. Tlte Sl,ide-piston Valve.-The pistons are generally made
of slips of leather, placed one above the other, and closely packed
Fig. 300.

Fig. 301.

together, as we hav� mentioned for the pa�k�ng of the st�ffing b ox
_
in § 181. The engine at Huelgont, was or1g1nally made with cyhn
clrical slide valves of gun metal. These lasted, without repair, for
seven years; but in 1839, the valves having worn loose, a depth of
5 inches, consisting of 24 discs, or rings of leather pressed together
a11d accurately turned down, was substituted. Reichenbach made
the cylinder valves of tin, and the engines in Bavaria, in most recent
times, have had the valves made by a combination of leather and
tin rings .
At the end of the stroke of the working piston, the valve piston
.ill{. (Fig. 301) rises, gradually shutting off the ,vatcr from the
cylinder, but in gradually checking the flow of water in the course
Ea_, the piston is pressed on one side, and this gives rise to a very
rapid wear. To prevent this, tho end of the pipe O.D communicat
ing with the working cylinder is carried quite round the valve cylin
der, so_ that it incl?ses it, and the water then presses equally on
every sI<le of the piston, as it moves up and down. The packing
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suffers by this arrangem�t, as it has room to expand at this point,
and has to be compressed as it passes into the cylinder above or
below it. On this account the sup
ply of water to the cylinder is carried
Fig. 302.
through a series of openings, as
shown in the horizontal section in
Fig. 302. Tho objection to this
arrangement is, tba.t it increases the
hydraulic resistances. 1'he for111, of
the valve piston K is of grea.t im
portance. The co,nmunication be
tween and E rnust not be sud
denly opened or �hut, so that the column of wnter, in motion, moy
not be suddenly brought to rest ; for this acts violently on tho engine,
on the same principle as is more fully developed in the so-c.tlled
ltyd,·aulia ra1n. The gradual opening
Fjg. 303.
of the communication may be ma.uaged
by giving the piston a pnrticular form.
We shall hereafter sho,v ho,v a slo"· mo
�ion o( the valve piston is effccted, and
� �he 1nean tirue point out, that, by
giving a conical shape to the ltead, or
that pal't of tho piston which begins
..
the closing of tho polrts, n ring-formed
opening is made between (} and E,
'"·hich
is gradually diminished a.s the
.
piston ascends, until it is finally closed.
Besides this arrangement, the top _of
the slide piston is pcrforatecl by slits
that gra<lun.lly din1inislt, but leave a
narro,v communication between O :1nd
E, even "'hen the ring-formed opening
above mentioned is quite closed, so that
,·
t�e passage is not pc1·fcctly closed un
til � he slide-piston 1'.!lroke is completed.
.i\
This system of coning out the top, and
I
perforating the nppcr part of the pis
ton proper, is applied in the Cln.usthal
water-pressure engine.
§ 185. The T7ah,e Gt1ar.-Thc gear
for moving the va.1,1es of ,vatcr-pressurc
engines is generally co1nplicatcd, more
so, for insto.nco, than in the steam en
�ine, because "·ater is practically an
1ncomp1·cssiblc fluid, exerting no pres
-sure ,vhen cut off from the pressure column. ,,lhen the piston K,
Fig. 303, in ascending, cuts off the pressw·c column from the work
ing cylinder 0, then either the motion of the working pil;!ton ceases,
or, in virtue of its vis uiua, it moves a;wu.y from the �·a.ter in the

a
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cylinder, as this bas no expansive capability. But this formation
of a. vacuum under the piston must be carefully avoided, and, there
fore, the valve pjston should begin to rise, while the main piston
stroke is still unfinished, and thus the vis viva of all the parts con
nected with it is gradually destroyed by the gradual cutting off of
the pressure column. But although the stroke of the piston is com
pleted as the slide valve closes the communication, the motion of the
sli<les must not stop here. The ,vater in the ,vorking cylinder must
now be discharged. The valve must rise somewhat ltigber, in order
to open the orifice of discharge. llcnce it is not possiblle to work
the valve gear directly from the moving parts of the engine, for then
the motion of both ,voultl cease simultaneously. Intermediate gea1·
must be introduced, by "·hich the motion of the valve piston is con
tinuecl after the ,vorking piston has co111e to 1·est. This gear may
be worked either by weights, raised by the piston in it� ascent, and
let fall at n. particuln.r pn,rt of tho course, or by springi.., bent <luring
the motion of the piston, and disengaged at the end of the stroke,
or by a subsidiary engine regulated by the 1nain engine, but whose
,Torking piston moves the val\res of the main engine. Tho gear of
water engines is, therefore, either counter-ballance gear, spring gea1·,
or water-pressu·re gear.
§ 186. Cou,1iter-balance Gear.-This gear "'as the first cn1ploycd,
and is now found only as the older ,vater-pressure enl!ines, under the
name of fall bob, valve liarnrner, an<l other names. The principle of
the different systems is always the same. They arc essentially a.
heavy weight raised by the working piston, and suddenly let go to
Fill, 304.
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work the cocks, or valves, by means of linked levers. We shall here
describe only two of these arrangements. The small engine in the
Pfingstwiese mine, near Ems, has gear connected with a pendulum
or fall bob, moving t,ro pistons 8 and T, lying horizonta.lly under
the working cylinder .K, Fig. 304. The pendu]um swings on an
Fig. 305•

•

•
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axis 0, and consists of a heavy bob G, and two fork-like Bprings FD
and F1 D1, carrying a. cross head DBD1, having a projecting piece
B, in the centre, passing between two small rollers on the valve rod.
The bob is raised so as to exceed the summit of its arc, by means of
link work <JHNMLR, connected with the ram of the engine at B.
Motion is not communicated from the axis of the pendulum <J, but
by means of an arm 00, on a separate axis, and forming a single
bent lever with OH, and which pushes out the springs JlD and F,D1
alternately, so far that the bob G is brought beyond the position of
stable equilibrium, and in its fall gives the valve rod the requisite
extra push to right or left. .At the commencement of the stroke of
the working piston, the whole apparatus has necessarily a very slow
motion. The coming into play of the arm 00, on the one or other
spring, shouJd only take place when the stroke is nearly completed,
· that, as the valve piston gradually advances, the retarded motion of
the working piston �y begin.
It is easy to perceive from our figure, how the pressure water is
introduced into the cylinder, and discharged from it at the end of
the stroke. When the piston 8 is in the orifice A, the pressure
water from E enters by the opposite orifice into the cylinder ; but
if 8 be in the orifice next E, so that the orifice .A. is open to the
cylinder, then the water that has raised the ram discharges into the
waste-course at .A..
Rmaark. This little engine has 60 feet fall, 4 feet 1trok"', lj foot diameter working
cylinder, and made (in 1839) 1 stroke io 65 seconds.

§ 187. The Valve Hammer.-The arrangement of the valve ham
mer, is well illustrated by that on the water engine at Bleiherg, in
Karinthia, an,l which is fully described in Gerstner', " Mechanics.''
Fig. 305 shows this arrangement in plan and elevation. A and A
are the rods of the working pistons, BDB1 is a. balance l>eam con�
nected by chains and counter-chains with the rods. The valve ham
mer G, and its wheel JlF1 , on the horizontal axis M, is connected
with the balance beam by another set.of chains JlK and Jl1 K1• . An
attentive consideration of the figure shows that the reciprocating
motion of the piston rods raises the hammer, and lets it fall without
hindrance from the balance beam or chains. On the fall of the
valve-hammer wheel, there are two catches, a and a1, which, when
the hammer falls, catch upon a projection on the horizontal rod LL1 •
This rod LL has two nobs c c0 into which the handles or keys of the
cocks, K and K1 are set, so that the cocks turn through an angle of
90°, when the hammer in its fall forces the bolt b, by means of the
catches a and a1, to the right or left. This method of moving the
cocks is necessarily sudden, and gives rise to violent shocks, so
that it is only applicable to small machines, or those having moderate
falls.
The cocks have a passage, or are '6ored through the axis, and
through the side. Through the former the pressure water enters
by knee pieces O and 01 into the barrel-shaped bottom pieces N
•
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and N1 at the bottom of the working cylindersl; and through the
side passage, the pressure water is brought to the cock from the
cylinder. In order that only as much water may be used us is
n� cessary to fill the space passed through by the working piston, the
discharge is ma.de to take p1ace 1tnder water into special reservoirs
W and wl.

Remark. 'fhe engine 110\\' tlescribcd bns a f., \l of 260 feet, stroke O¼ feet, cylinder 7
n
! �hes dinn1eter, 8 :;trokt�::i per 111in11te. 1t i:i in many re:.pt>ct:; an imperfect e11gine; but
1t 1s economicully ndnpted co its po. ition. \Ve have not only ro �•011-.iiler mechanical
pcrftclion in the t·o11�tr11c1ion of eugines in J?t'nernl, hue we )m\'e tu weigh ,veil the cir•
cumstauces in ,vbicb die engine is to work, the focilitie:1 for repair in the panicular
locality, ant.l the relative supply and demand for tbu W3ter power.

§ 1 8. .Auxiliary JVater-Eng1·ne Vali1e Gear.-No application of
spring-valve gear has been made ; but the method of using an
auxiliary -water engine is now come into ,�ery general use. The
general arrange1nent of such an auxiliary engine gear is sho�·n in
Fig. 306, as appliecl to the great water-pressure engine in the Leo Fig. 306.

A

po l d shaft, near Chemnitz. This engine has two cylinders,
and
�\ ; E is the pressure pipe, .A the discharge pipe, H the main cock,
.Li a quadrant key fastened on the cock. The auxiliary engine has
a horizontal cylinder a a., with a piston b on the piston rod c c1 .
The piston rod is connected with the valve rod d d1 by cross piece�,
so that the two united form a rectangular frame. The valve ro� 1s
con� ected with the quadrant by t,vo chains, so tha.t the rcciprocatmg
motion of the piston b communicates a rotary motion of 90° to the
co� k. The auxiliary engine is worked by means of the cock h hi
lying horizontally, with two bolre8, or passages, us in the case of the
moin cock H. The little pipe c communicatinrr
with tho pressure
0
pipe .E, takes the pressure water to tl1e cock Ji 11 1, from which it
passes through the pipes J f1 to one side or the other of the piston
b, so that it is move<l backwards and forwards, the water used in
each alternate stroke being discharged by the other passage in the

a
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cock, and thence by a pipe from Ji. The small cook li li 1 is turned
by the double-bundled key o g 1 connected by slender chains to a.
rlouble-armed lever parallel to it, and which is on the same axis as
the balance beam to which the piston rods of the two cylinders are

attached. The whole play of the valve gear is now evident. While
the working piston rises and the other descends, the cock li h1 is
turned by the lever or key g g1 , thus the· communication between
the water and the cylinder a a1 is opened or shut, and thus po,ver
_ js obtained for bringing the piston b, and the cock H into the
opposite position, so that the first ,yorking cylinder is now shut
off from the pressure pipe, and the second put in communication
with it.
Remark. Tbe engine in the Leopold shaft bas 710 feet fall ( Austrian measure), 8 teet

stroke, 1 1 int'h diameter of cylinder; each piston makes 3 strokes per minuti:.

§_ � 89. Th� working of the valves (Fig. 808) by means ofo
. an

auxiliary engine, is well illustrated by that of the double-acting,
water-pressure engine at Ebensee, in Salzburg ; the auxiliary engine
being, � this case, an exact model of the working engine. 0<.}1 is
the cylinder of the principal engine, and cc1 that of the auxiliary.
K is the piston of the one, and k that of the other cylinder. S and
81 are the valve pistons of the working, and s and s1 those of the
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auxiliary engine. EE1 (Fig. 308) is the main pressure pipe, ant!
e e1 the pipe communicating with the auxiliary engine. Lastly, .,'}
and .!11 are the orifices of tlischarge of the main, and a a1 those of
the auxiliury engine. Thus the one engiue is an exact counterpart
Fig. 308.

of the other, the dimensions bejng, however, very different in the
two. The valve gear of the auxiliary engine consists i n the canti
lever BJJ attached to the main piston rod at I>-of the valve piston
rod 9 s, connected by t11e link f fl to the rod l li, on which there nre
two studs placed, so that the lever DB catches upon them a, little
before the end of the up and do,vn strokes, respectively, of the moin
piston, an<l thus the Yalve piston is moved. It is easy to trace bow
this motion admits the pressure water alternately above and below
the piston .K, so as to raise or depress the valve pistons k 81 S,
giving the required alternation of admission of the pressure water
above and belo,, the ma.in piston K.

Rnnark. Tho enf!ine al Ehensee bns a fnll of only 36 feet, a stroke of 1 7 incbes, an(l
o cylinder of !Ji inches dja,ueter, lt makes t3 strokes per minute, and moves two 11011hle acting pump:;.

§ 190. Tlte Valve Oylint.ler.-In the larger engines of recent
date, the va,Jve pistons of the main cylinder are inclosed in the same
pjpe, or cylinder, as the piston of the auxilial'y engine ; and in son1e
engines the counter-pressure YU]Ye, or piston balancing the pressure
YUL, 11.-27
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on the valve, is the working piston of the auxiliary engine, and thus
great simplicity of construction is attained.
Fig. 309 sho,vs a simple arrangement adopted in two engines in
the Freiberg mining district. 8 is the main piston valve, and G
the counter-pressure piston, 0 an intermediate pipe communicating
with the ma.in cylinder, E the entrance for the pressure water, anti
A the orifice of discharge for the water used, e is the communica
tion with the val,·e of the auxiliary engine, 1\'hich in this case is a
cock. The piston G is larger than S, a.nd, therefore, the valve
Fig. 309.

Fig. 3 1 0.

s,
E

apparatus S G <lcscends, when the pressure is aclmitted from abo,·e
at e, and ascends when the pressure water is cut off a.t e, and the
�ressure acts underne:t th. For each stroke there is a consump
tion of a certain quantity of ,vater for the valves, ,vhich is lost for
useful effect. Trus amounts to the contents of tl1e space passed
through in the up or down stroke. In the construction, now under
consideration, this is not so little as i n some others, for the piston
G must have, at least, one and a half times the are11 of the piston
li, the sectional area of which is the same, or even greater than that
of the pressure pipe.
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The system of valves shown in Fig. 310, is that of the Clausthal
engine, and here the waste of water is less than in the last men
tioned system. For there are three pistons; namely: the main
valve piston AK, the counter piston G, and the auxiliary piston H;
� he latter being somewhat less in area than the former. The water
1s brought into the valve cylinder by the pipe e, and the reverse
motion of the piston is effected by a small cock through which the
water enters before coming into e, and through which, also, ,vhen
the revolution is completed, it is let off. The cock is moved by link
work, by means of a tap on the main piston rod.

.Rm.ark. The engines at Clausthal have 612 feet fall, diameter of cylinder 16½ inches,
stroke 6 feet, and make 4 strokes per minute.

§ 191. Saxon Water-Preasure .Engine.-The arrangement and
motions of a double cylinder water-pressure engine may be clearly
understood by a study of a sectional view of the engine, erected in
the Alte Mordgrube, near Freyberg, in Saxony, delineated in Fig.
311. OK and 01K1 are the two working cylinders, K and K,. being
the working pistons, 8 and P are the two valve pistons, W is the
auxiliary piston, and 81 P1 and W1 are the points in the valve
cylinder A PW1 at which the pistons are for the return stroke of
the working pistons. E is the entrance of the pressure pipe .E1.E
into the valve cylinder, 08 is the intermediate pipe communicating
with the one, and 01 P the pipe communicating with the other work
ing cylinder. · A is the orifice of discharge of the one, and .A1 that
of the other (this latter orifice is nearly covered by the piston rod
in the drawing). The two piston rods BK and B1K,. are connected
by a balance beam (not shown in the figure), so that as the one piston
ascends the other descends. It is hence easy to perceive, that, for
the lower position of the valve piston, · here represented, the pressure
water takes the codrse ES. 0, driving the piston K upwards, and
that the piston X. is pushed downwards, the used water taking the
course 01 PrA.1 to the discharge orifice A1 •
The auxiliary valve consists of a four-way cock h (already de
scribed) shown at I. in the second position, and external elevation
at II. This cock gives passage between the pipe e e1 and the pres
sure pipe, and between 9 h and the valve cylinder.
It is evident that in the one position of h, the pressure water
takes the course Ee1 e h g W, and presses down the auxiliary piston
W, whilst for the second position of h, the pressure water ia shut
off from W, and hence the ascent of the valve piston system SPW,
the return of the valve water throu�h g A, and its discharge at a a ,
,
can take place. That the ralve piston system ma1 rise when the
water is shut off' from W, and may descend when 1t ia let on, it is
necessary that the piston P, pressed upwards by the pressure water,
should have a greater sectional area. than the piston 8, which is
pressed downwards by the pressure water• and also, the auxiliary
piston must have sufficient area that the ;ater pressure, or W and
"� together, may exceed the opposite pressure on T.

•
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The valve gear of this machine is composed of a ratchet wheel r,
a catch r k, a rod k h, and a bent lever h cf with its friction wheel
f, and the two wedge-formed pieces m m1 set on each piston rod.
The catch r k is connected with the axis of the cock, and is held
by a small balance weight q in its place on the ratchet wheel.
When the piston K has reached nearly the end of its stroke, the
wedge m (or m ) passes under the friction wheel, and turns the lever
1
f c h to a certain extent, so that the rod I,, k is drawn up, and the
l\:heel and cock J,, are turned through a quadrant. As the working
piston makes its return stroke, the lever falls back again,t·and the
catch slides back over the next tooth of the ratchet, and is ready
at about the end of this return stroke to push round the ratchet, &c.
Rtmark. The water-preS1Ure engine in the Alte Mordgrubf-, ha• a fall of 36a feet,
a �troke of 8 feet, 18 inches diameter of cylinder, and makee , double strokes per
minute.

§ 192. Huelgoat Water-prea,ure Engine.-One of the largest
and most perfect water-pressure engines hitherto erected, is that at
Huelgoat, in Brittany. It is a single-cylinder, single-acting engine.
Fig. 812 represents the essential parts of this engine, and its valve
gear. 00\ is the workin� cylinder,.KK1 the working piston, and
BB1 the piston rod working through a stuffing box at B. In the
�axon engine, the piston is packed by a single sheet of leather; but
in this engine, the rim of the piston is packed, and there is also a
sheet of leather, held in its place by a ring. The valve cylinder
ASG is united to the working cylinder by the pipe DD1, into which
the pressure pipe opens at E, and the discharge pipe at .A. To the
valve piston 8, a counter-balance piston T of greater diameter is
connected by the rod ST. This system will, tnerefore, be forced
upwards by the pressure water, if a third force be not brought into
play. This third force is, however, produced by bringing the pres
sure water above T, through the pipe e1 ef, and in order to use only
a small quantity of water for working this valve system, a hollow
cylinder (JJI is placed on T, passing through a stuffing box at H,
and, therefore, exposing only an annular area to the pressure of the
water.
The alternate admission and exclusion of the pressure water of
the hollow space g g, is effected by an auxiliary valve eistem, re
sembling the main valve system in every respect ; consistmg like it
of a valve pistont,, a counter-balance piston t, which is a solid piston
passing through a stuffing box at J,,. For the position , e 1, ahown
in our figure, the pressure water has free circulation through e f to
g ; but if , t A be raised, so as to bring , above /, thia pa■i,age is
stopped, and the valve water, in the hollow space !J.U, escapee t��ugh
a a1 , when ST goes up. Lastly, to derive the motion of the aUXIhar�·
�alve: piston system fro1;11 the engine itself, there is Jet into the_ work
ing piston KK1 an upright rod with a feather edge attached to the
side. This feather has a series of holes drilled in it, into which
catches can be put as X1, X1, at the required distance apart.\ The
link b h is connected to two levers, centred at c and o, a.nu connected
27*
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Fig. 313.
the link l. The end of the
--one lever has an arc, on "'hich
there are two projections or
catches Y1 , 1r2• As the up
stroke of the piston comes to
an end, the catch ..Y1 strikes
on l�1, and thus s t It is moved
to its upper position, ttntl at
nearly the end of the clo"·n
stroke of the piston, the catch
...t'(2 strikes J'2, and the Yal,·e
Rystem s t It <lcscends to n
lu\\'er position. It is no,r eusy
to percei,;-c how the alternate
positions of 8'1', necessary for
the reciprocating motion of
the piston, K 1(11 are pro
<luced.
§ 193. The following are
the details of the construction
of Mr. Dnrlington 's \\1 a.tcr
pressure engine. The first
engine erccteu in E11glund
,vith eylin<ler or piston vn.l ves,
·was that put np iu the Al port
mines, Derbyshire, in the year
1842. This "·as a single cy
linder engine. Its success ,v-as
complete, and others ,vere
erected on the same plan.
But in 1845, a con1bined <'f/lin
der engine "'.1s dcsigneJ, an<l
erected by the same engineer,
which is found practically to
have several advnntages for
such large supplies of ·water as
!hat consumed by the pun1p
!n� engine, of ,vhich n,rc sub
.Joined accurate reductions of
the working ura ,vings.
Fig. 313 is a front elevation
o� the co1n'Liucu cylinder en
g1ne. ]�ig. :JI4 is a sectional
vie,r, ant.I Fig. ;l15 is a gcncrul
plan. PO, is the l>ottou1 of
the pressure column, 130 feet
high, a.nd 24 inches internal
di:uneter, (J(J a.re the combined cylinders, each 24 inches diameter,
open at top, ,vith hernp•p,lckecl pistons a (Fig. 314), a.nd piston rods
l1y
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,n, combined by a. cross head 11, "'orking between gui<les in a stl'ong
fr�me. The admission throttle valve is a ala.ice valve, sho,\'D at o,
Fig. 318, nnd bctwccn tl1e letters b and e and Fig. 3 1 5. The main
Fig. 315.

or ,vorking valve, is a piston 9, 18 inches i n diameter, Fig. 31-l,
,vith its counter or equ'ilibriuni piston abo,·e. The orifice for the
adrnission of the pressure water is het"·een the t,ro pistons. The
intermediate pipe a is a flnt pipe, into ,vhich numerous apertures
1ead from tl1e Ynlve cylinder (seen immediately under .Q, Fig. 314).
Tlte valve piston is in the position for discharging the wnter from
the cylinders through the pipe e, Fig. 314-, by the sluice valve k.
The valve gear ii; "-orked by an auxiliary engine lt, by means of
the le,·er o. The au..�iliary engine Yal,·es, are piston va1Yes in the
vnlve cylinder i, Figs. 314 n.nd 315, communicating ,vith the pres
sure pipes by a small pipe, provi<lcd ,vith cocks, as shown in Fig.
315. The motion of tbc auxiliary engine Yalves is effected by a pair
of tappets t', t!1, set on n, vertical rod attached to the cross head n.
These tappets move the fal l bob b, by means of the canti-lever t,
Fig. 313, the other end of the lever being linked to the rod s, Fig.
314, which again is linked to the auxiliary piston valve rod.
1'he play of the mu.chine is now manifest. It is in every respect
analogous to the Harz nnd Iluelgoat engines, described above.
The average speed of the engine is 140 feet per n1inutc, or 7 double
strokes per n1inutc. This requires a velocity of something less than
2½ feet per second of the water in the pressure pipesi; and as all the
valve apertures are large, the hydraulic resistances must be verv
Btnall. The engine is direct acting, drawing ,va.ter from a depth of
135 fe¢t, by means of the spear to, w, Figs. 313 and 314. The
· • ibox," or bucket of the pump, is 28 inches in diameter, so that
the discharge is 26(.i gallons per stroke, or, when working full speed,
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1862 gallons per minute. The mechanical effect due to the fall
and quantity of water consumed is nearly 140 horse power. The
mechanical effect involved in the discharge of the last-named quantity
of water is nearly 74 horse power, so that, supposing the efficiency of
the engine and pumps to be on a par with each other, the efficiency
of the two being (§ 203), ,;1 == 71,15, the efficiency of the engine
alone '1 = 1 + 'Ii =- 1 + '71 == ,85, or, in the language of Cornish

2

2

engineers, 85 per cent. is the duty of the engine.
The cost of maintenance, grease, &c., of the engine, is only £40
per annum. In every particular, it redounds to the credit of Mr.
Darlington's skill as an hydraulic engineer.
Balance.-For regulating the motion of water-pre88ure engines,
several auxiliary arrangements are necessary, which we shall explain
hereafter. The ascent and descent of the working piston is regu
lated by an arrangement called a balance, or counter-balance, which
aids the motion of the piston in the one direction, and retards it in
the other, so that the working of the machine goes on with a nearly
uniform velocity. In the double-cylinder engine, the balance is
effected by a simple beam, connecting the two cylinders. In the
double-acting, single-cylinder engine, a fly wheel is necessary, and
in the single-acting, single-cylinder engine, a counterbalance weight
either of a solid body, or of a column of water, an hydraulic balance'
is employed. On the subject of " Regulators of Motion,'' we, fo;
the present, make only a few general remarks. The mechanical
balance consists of a beam w�th a weight at o!le end, and having the
the weight
other
_ end !l'ttached to t�e piston of the en�ine, so that
assists during the working stroke of the piston to counterbalance
the piston and rods; and during the down stroke, or discharge of the
used water, prevents the too rapid return of the piston and rodsl•
being such �s to allow of the dil_lscharge stroke being
the adjustment
_
made 1n about half the time that the working stroke occupies.
The hydraulic balance consists of a second column of pipes, which
ascends from the discharge orifice to such a height, that the water it
contains counterbalances the extra weight of the piston and rods.
The machine at Huelgoat, and also those at Clausthal, have hy
draulic balances.
There is evidently neither loss nor gain of effect by the use of a
counter-balance, save by the prejudicial resistances they give rise
to in their motion. The balance beam has the advantage that its
balance weight can be varied as required ; and the hydraulic balance
�as the advantage of simplicity, when other circumstances do not
1nterfere with its application.
§ 194. Throttle Valves.-The cocks or throttle valves of water
pressure engines are important organs, their function being to regu
late the supply of water to, and its discharge from, the engine-that
is the speed of the engine. These valves must have a prejudicial
e�ect on the efficiency of the engine, and yet, they are a necessary
eVII. In order to regulate the ascent and descent of the working
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piston and of the valve pistons, there are necessary, four cocks or
valves-one in the pressure pipe, and one in the discharge pipe (as
Z, Fig. 312) ; also a cock in the pipe leading the valve water above
the auxiliary piston, and another similar in the pipe which discharges
the water used in the valves, ase and a in Fig. 312.
To get the highest efficiency from a. water-pressure engine, its
work
should be such as to render any contraction of the pressure
_
pipes, by a throttle valve, unnecessary for its uniform motion. If,
however, the useful effect of the engine is greater than is required
by the work to be done, the excess must be taken away by checking
the supply b y means of the throttle valve, or by shortening the
stroke ofl_ the engine.
If it be an object to save water, the latter means is the best when
possible, because the efficiency of the machine is not thereby inter
fered with.
A change in the length of stroke of the piston is easily effected
by altering the position of the catches on the rod X1, X1, Fig. 312.
The nearer X1 and X, are brought together, the earlier the revers
ing of the stroke ensues ; and, therefore, the shorter is the stroke of
the working piston.
§ 195. Mechanical Effect of Water-pressure Engin es.-In comput
ing the effect of water-pressure engines, we shall make use of the
following symbols :F == the area of the working piston.
F1 = the area of the pressure pipes.
d = the diameter of the working pjston.
d1 = the diameter of the pressure pipe.
d2 = the diameter of the discharge pipe.
h = the fall from surface of reservoir to surface of water in
discharge channel.
h1 = the vertical distance from the surface of reservoir to the surface of piston at half stroke.
/i2 = the distance from surface of discharged water to the piston
at half stroke.
s = the stroke of the piston.
l1 = length of pressure pipe.
l1 :::::s length of �ischarg� pipe.
v ==· mean velocity of piston.
v1 - mean velocity of water in pressure pipe.
".a = mean velocity of water in discharge pipe.
We shall assume the engine to be single acting, making:
n = the number of strokes per minute.
Q - the quantity of water used per second.
The mean pressure of the water on the piston surface F is
P1 == Fk1 'Y, and, therefore, the mechanical effect produced per
8troke, prejudicial resistances neglected, is P1 s - FB k1 r, and per
minute n P B = n F B k1 r, and, therefore, the mean effect per se
cond, is :
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Q
0
::s 6 0
6
6
. In the return of the piston, the m�an effective resistance is :
P.,_ = F h r, and, therefore, the mechanical effect consumed is :
P2 s = F h� 2 s y, and hence the loss of effect per second is :
L2 = Q h2 ,.,, and, therefore, the effect available
L = Ll - L, = Q ( hi - h2) "( = Q h ,.,,
as in many other hydraulic recipient machines.
This formula is evidently not changed should -the working pist-:>n
not fill up the cylinder, i. e., supposing a plunger is used, round
which there is a. free space, or supposing the piston does not descend
to touch the bottom of the cylinder. Nor would the circumstance
of the discharge taking place belOUJ the mean position of the piston
-that is, of h1 being negative, or h =- h 1 + h1 alter the formula .
.F is the area of a section of the piston at right angles to its axis,
or F = ,c d,I , and, therefore, the form of the piston can have no
4
effect.
§ 196. Friction of the Piston.- Of the prejudicial resistances,
the friction of the piston is a principal one. As there are no accu
rate experiments on this subject, we must content ourselves by esti1nating it from the pressure of the water, and a co-efficient of fric
tion ascertained in the nearest possible analogous circumstances. If
the packing be on the hydrostatic plan, the force "·ith which each
ele1nent e of the pucking is pressed against the cylinder during tho
up stroke is = e h.1 r, and duriflg the down stroke it is ma fe 1h2 r, and
hence the friction = fe h1 r, and fe '1.1 r, respectively. 1 he total
friction will be the S(lm of the frictions of all the elements, or of the
area of the whole packing. If the breadth of the packing be h
then ,c d b is the area, and then the piston friction is R1 = f ,c d b h1 ;
for up stroke, and R2 = f ,c d b h1 r for do"·n stroke.
It is convenient to express the various prejudicial resistances in
terms of a column of water of the area of the piston, and whose
height 1,,3 or h4 is the head lost (in the present case) by the friction
of the piston. Let us, therefore, put:
R 1 = F h3 y, and Rs= F h4 y, or F h3 = f ,r d b h 1, and F h.. = f ,c dbhl2,
or putting ,c <fl for F, we have d h3 = f h h1, and d "· • = f h h2 ; and
4
4
4
hence the loss of fa.II, corresponding to the friction of the piston
b
b
J,i.
/, 3 = 4 f d h1, and l,4 = 4 /
d
If we deduct these heights, "·e get for the mean power during the
up stroke : .
Lt

P1 == F(h 1 - h3) = ( 1 - 4/

and during the down stroke :

,,

t)

F h 1 r,

b •
Pi = F (h 2 + h _.) r == (1 + 4f ) F 1,, 2 r,
d
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and hence the resultant mean effect:
L = � (Pi -P2) 8 = � ((n1 - h2) - 4f! (h1
6
6

= (n-4J! (h1 + h2 )) Q ,,.

+ h2

))

F, ,,

If t�e rising pipe height J,,1 = 0, or be very small, then we have
more simply

L = (t -4J!) Q h ,-.
We see from this that the loss of effect from friction of piston is
so much the greater, the greater and � are, that is, the greater

!'

the head, and the greater the counter-balance head.
To reduce this friction, the packing should not have unnecessary
width. In existing machines h = 0,1 to 0,2. The co-efficient of
d,

friction is to be taken as determined by Morin, f = 0,25. This being
assumed, we see that 4f h = 0,1 to 0,2, or that the friction of the

d
piston absorbs from 10 to 20 per cent. of the whole available power.
§ 197. Hydraulic Prejud-icial Resiatances.-Another source of

�oss of effect in water-pressure engines, is the friction of the water
�n the pressure and discharge pipes. According to the theory given
in Vol. I. § 329, the pressure height or head corresponding to this
loss, { being the co-efficient of friction, is
h == { • !:_ • v' . This applied to the pressure pipe, becomes
•
d 2g
v1
h, == { •
. , and applied to the discharge pipe it is
2
d1 g
h6 = { - �l . v,'. But the quantity of water, is
d1 2g
" di_I . v .. " d,2 . v2 == ,c d' v, there1ore,
�
1
4
4
4
d,•v, - d.' v, = d' v, or v, - :,)'v, and v, =
v, and, hence,
(

l.

we may put

(t)'

2
l2 d' v'
l
d'
1
v
-,
,
and
{
•
h, - { .
=
h
0
•
1 •
2
g
d
d/ 2g
1
.
and for velocities (v1 and v1) of from 5 to IO feet,
{ - 0,021 to 0,020.
In order to reduce these resistances, the pipes must be of as �reat
.
diameter as possible� and the number of strokes as few as po�s1bl�.
. The motion of water in the pipes of a water-pressure en�ine is
different from th!lt in o�dinary conduit pipes inasmuch a� !n the
?
former the velocity cont1nually varies, whilst in
the latter 1t 1s sen
sibly uniform.

VOL. II.-28
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Hence the inertia of the 11Jater plays a more conspicuous part in
the one than in the other. In order to put a mass, JI, into motion
with a velocity v, there is required to be expended an amount of
2
v
mechanical effect represented by M2 ; a.nd hence to communicate

to the column of water in the pressure pipes a velocity v1' the
weight being F1 l 1 r, there is required an amount of mechanical
2
v
effect = F1 l1 r . i. If the water column be cut off from the working
2g
cylinder only at the end of the stroke of the piston, this amount of
effect would not be lost, for this column would restore, or give back
the mechanical effect; during the gradual cessation of the piston's
motion; but the cutting off of the water pressure from the working
piston takes place, although near the end of the stroke, yet gra
dually and while the piston is in motion, so that the working piston
and column of water come to rest at .the same instant ; and hence
the valve piston causes a gradual absorption of all the vis viva of
the water column during the first half of its ascent, inasmuch as it
brings a gradually increasing resistance in the way, by gradually
decreasing the passage, and hence we may assume that the mechani2
cal effect due to inertia, F1 l 1 r . � is l ost at each stroke.
2g
2l
rt
d
1
d2
, then we have for the
If we introduce v1 = - v, and F1 =
4

2
d2 . d2 l 1 r v
. - , and, hence, the
above amount of mechanical effect-2
2g
4
d1
mean effort during the whole stroke s,
" d' . d2 l1
v2
s r . -,
= -2g
4 _.....;:
d/
and the corresponding loss of fall or pressure head:
dl2

rt

h1 = d' ll . 2�·
d/s g

A loss, that would be expressed in a similar manner, takes place
on the return stroke, during which the water is forced out of the
cylinder with a velocity v2, and the vis viva communicated to it at
the commencement of the stroke is of course lost to the efficiency
of the engine. The pressure head lost would be :
d2 l2 v2
h = _2 . -·
s

.....;:

d2 s 2g

To keep these two losses by inertia as small as possible, it is re
quisite to have the pressure and discharge pipes of greatest diameter
and least length possible, to have a small velocity of the piston, and
a long stroke.

R_emark. To mitigate or to get rid of the prejudicial effect of shock, which the sudden
cutting off of the water gives rise to, an air vessel has been introduced in many engines.
at the lower �nd of tl1e pressure pipes, and near the valves. This i s a cylinder filled wit!�
compressed a,r, analogous to the air vessels on fire engines. The air in this case absorbs
the excess of vi, viva in the water, being con1prcssed by it; and the air expanding agaiu,
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restores this vi, 11iva at the commencement of the next stroke, the water being forced
fron1 the air vessel into the working cylinder, nearly as if under the original hydrostatic
pressure. In the application of this arrangement to machines having very great falls,
the air in the vessel has been found to mix with the water, so that it is gradually removed
f�om it entirely. To prtivent tbis, either a piston must be fitted into the air cylinder, or
�Jr must be continually supplied to it by a small air pump to make up the absorption of
lt by the water.

. § 198. Changes in direction and in sectional areas of the various
pipe_s of a water-pressure engine are further causes of diminished
e�c1ency. Although these losses may be calculated by the formulas
given in the third and fourth parts of the sixth section of the first
volume, it appears necessary that we should here bring together the
formulas to be applied.
In the pressure and discharge pipes, there are bent knee pieces,
the motion of the water through which involves a loss of head, which
may be expressed, according to Vol. I. § 334, by the formula
h = {1 � • �- Here J3 is the arc of curvature, generally = ", t1 is
2
rt
2g
sec
3: co-efficient depending on the ratio between the radius r oflthe
_
ti_onal area of the pipe, and the radius of curvature of the axis of the
pipe, and which may be calculated by the formula.
or may be taken from the tables given at
t1 0,131 + 1,847

(:)1,

=

the place cited. For a bend in the pressure pipe, the head due to
the resistance is
ho

/3

vs

"

g

= t1 • _J_ • 21

/3

1 .
-= t1 _
rt

and for a bend in the discharge pipe :

13

2

)
d
(
d
1

4

(d )4

vi

• 9'

.-g

.
•
2g
d2
. At the entrance of the water into the valve cylinder, as well as at
its discharge from it, the water is suddenly turned aside at a right
angle, exactly as in an elbow, or rectangular knee piece. There is,
the refore, a loss of head in this case, which, according to Vol. I. §
vii
v2
333, may be put: h = 0,984 -,
or almost equal to - . For uni2g
2g
formity's sake, we shall put this loss of head for the pressure pipe:
2
vise
v
= {2
hu == '• .
,
2g
2g
dl
and for the discharge pip
e:
hu =
v,2
'
vi .
1 2 = ' d 2
g
g
2
Sudder_i changes in Bectional area,
as, for example, at . the en�ra.nce
a�d discharge of the water into and from the working cylinder,
give rise, in like manner, to a loss of pressure head. According
to Vol. I. § 337, such a, loss is determined by the formula,
h = (/ - 1
For the entrance of the water into the workJ,,10

== {1 •

,cl •

v

2; == ,1

f3

2
,c •

(d)" .

,.

r;; .

(d )" .

v1
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ing cylinder, this formula applies directly, if F and F1 be the areas
of the cylinder and pressure pipes respectively. For the discharge
1
on the other hand F = , in which a is the co-efficient of contraction.

F1

If a. = 0,6, then

(!a.

1)

2

= j;

and hence the head due to

the resistance to the entrance of the water into the cylinder :
h,, - (!, - 1)' . ;; ,

and for the discharge :
hu =

(!- 1)

2

• ;�

=I·

(;

)

2

• ;; •

For simplicity's sake, however, we shall put
2
v2 ,
v , and h1, = {, (d
' . 2g
h13 = ti (�)
d
2g
dl
2
2
so that, when F= ,c d2 is introduced, and F1 = " d1 , then
4
4
S, = (!, - 1)' (�•)• - [1 - (!•)'J', and

=

,. , (!Y

e·r

=

1

)' .

i(!:r

To avoid loss of effect by sudden variations of velocity generally,
the intermediate pipes, and parts of the valve cylinder through
which the water passes, should have the same area as the pressure
and discharge pipes, or, at all eYents, the intermediate passages
should gradually widen out to the area of the main pipes.
There are further special losses of effect occasioned by the cocks
and throttle valves. These are to be calculated by the formula
2
h = {, . ; and the co-efficients {, depend on the position or angle

of the cocks, &c., and are to be taken from the tables, Vol. I. § 340.
Hence for the ascent of the working piston:
2
2
vl , and for the descent, hu, = {, . (a
d )' •
h u = {5
2g
d1
..
g
2
By setting the regulating cock or valve, the co-efficient of resist
ance may be varied to any amount from O to oo , or any excess of
power may be absorbed, and the velocity of the piston checked at
,,_g

• (�)' •

.;

pleasure.

§ 199. Formula for the Useful Effect.-If in the mean time we
leave the valves out of consideration, we can now construct a for
mula representing the useful effect of a water-pressure engine. The
mean effort during an ascent of the piston is
P = [h1 - (h3 + h, + h1 + h0 + hu + h13 + h 11)] Fr,
and the resistance in the descent :
P1 = (h2 + h, + h6 + h8 + h10 + h 11 + h 1, + h16) Fr ;
and hence the effect for a double stroke:
(P - P1) 8 = [lt1 - (h2 + h3 + h, + . . . + h11s)] F8 r,
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and the mechanical effect produced per second :
L = [h 1 - (h2 + h3 + h,. + . . . + h 16)] . � . Fs 1.
6
If, again, we pu t:
, l1 d4 d2 l
J3 (d 4
d 4
d 4
d )4
(
(
(
)
)
)
+
1
d1 ,
d/; + { --;; d1 + {z d1 + {3 d1 + {s d1 ' or
= ., (; and
+ �:· + !:, • . :1 + ,. + !:, + ,,)

('l

r l2 d"

d l

(! )',
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r

d " 2 d "
d
d ", or
.
+
)
)
+
(
(
+
)
(
(
"
d2' +
{
d2
d,
{s dz)
{, d2
+ r1 .
J3
( l2
d2l
(d ) "
(d ) '
2
2
=
x, dz '
{ � + d2 82 + {1 " + { + {,. + {5 d2
2

d22;

J32

1

4

1

)

t�en we may express the useful effect very simply and comprehen
sively, by
L = ['• - 4f!(h, + h,) + •1
�
+
(
[
6 F• ,-.
. On account of the greater length of the pressure pipes, •1 is con
si�erably more than x ; and, therefore, the time for the up stroke
2
s
i
usually allowed to be longer than that for the down stroke t2•
t1
If we make the ratio t1 = ., = f, then
t,
60"
1 .60"
.,
;
t1 = __ . --, and ts ==
., + 1 n
.. + 1 n
and if we retain as the value of the mean velocity of a double stroke
v
28
2n8
tl + t, = 6011 ' then the mean velocity during the up stroke
= s- = ., +., 1 . n60s = ., +., 1 . v2 '
ti
and �hat during the
down stroke

(!)' •,(!.)] . ;;)] .

= 8 = (11 + 1) . �� == (· + 1) . ;,
6
t2
and, hence, the useful effect may be expressed more generally :
2
"
l>
+
L=[
h - (4 f (h, + h,) + [•1 (t 2 ..
dl
d
1 1
� F s r,
+ x2 (" � )
6
n
or, .1ntroduc·1ng _
. F a = Q'
60
L = [h - (4f � (h, + A.) + [•1
d ,. ., + 1)2 v2
.
Q ,.,
+ ., d ] ( 2
2g
or, introducing v - Q _ 4 Q,
.F " d2
28*

1) (d)"

(�)"];;)] •

er (f)'
( ,)

)]
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L=

(h- [4 J ! (k, + k.) + (/d,• + ;:.) • � 1)'
. ;g . (4,.Q )']) Q r·
effect

In the double-acting, water-pressure engine, the mechanical
produced is of course doubled.
This formula shows, very clearly, that the useful effect of a. water
pressure engine is greater, the greater d, d1 and d2 are, or the wider
the cylinder and pipes. It is also demonstrable, by aid of the
higher calculus, that for a given number of strokes the useful effect
is a maximum, or the prejudicial resistances are a minimum, when
d1" • If, �
• , th at 1s,
•1
=
.,
1or exampl e, d2 ·= d1 ,
·
h
en
w
=
,
4
3
,.
d2
_
•2 d1
• d1
and •1 = 8 r2, thenl., = �8 = 2, or the time for the up stroke would
be double that for the down stroke. By applying a balance beam,
attached to the working piston rod, this ratio .,, between the time for
the up and down stroke, may be adjusted by the counter-balance
weight applied. Any regulation by means of the throttle valve, or
cocks, on the pressure or discharge pipes, can only be effected at
the cost of useful effect, as by these a loss of power measured by {
is occasioned, and which increases in proportion as the passages ar:
contracted.
If the mechanical effect required be less than the best effect of
the engine, the excess must be destroyed or checked by the throttle
valves.

:J••

2

Example. It is required to make the calculations necessary for establishing a single
350 feet, and a quantity of
actinj?, single cylinder, water-pressure engine for n fall h
1 cubic foot per second.
water Q
Suppose v tlie mean velocity of the up and down stroke= 1 foot, then for its area,
2Q 2 • 1
= 2 square feet ; and if we arrange that the water shall
we have F =

=

=

=

l
move through the pre!!lsure and discharge pipes with a velocity v, 1111 = 5 feet, then
2Q
0,4 square feet. Hence the
for the section of the!e pipes, we have F, =
=
V

diameter of the working piston, d

= J4: =

f=

l=
v,

=

1,5958 feet ; and that of the pre8-

16
sure and discharge pipes, d,= d,=� = J ; = 0,71 364 feet. For simplicity
and certainty, we shall assume d 20 inches, and d, = d'l = 7 inches.
If, for counter-balancing the rods, &c., we carry up the discharge pipe 50 feet above
400 feet. We
the mean height of'the piston, or make h2 50 feet, then h, h + h2
shall assume further, that the total length of pressure pipe l, 450 Jeet, and that of the
discharge pipe '9 66 feet. For a diameter of 20 inches,
2
25
2Q
F ,r d" = 1r
0,9166 feet.
- • _ = 2,182 square feet ... v = _
4
4
F
2,182
9
Suppose we have 4 strokes per minute: then the length of stroke
60 v
60t. 0,9166
= 618745 feet.
2n
8
If, again, we supP?se the ·width of the packing of the piston b = id = 2½ inches, we
get
as the pressure height absorbed by the friction of the piston :
b
450
4 f (h, h,)
56,25 feet,
4 . 0:25 . i (400
50)
d
8

=

=-

=

,=

+

=

=

=
=
=
= -- =

=

+

=

=
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or there remains, after deducting the piston fricf.ion, the head 350 - 56,25
2 93,75
feet. To calculate the hydraulic resistances, we must, in the first place, d�terrnine
a1
and •2• That for the pressure pipe,
C 11 + d� 11 + C, + + Cs + c61
d•
I
tr
and that for the discharge pipe :
C i, + d� "' + C. S, + C, + C, + C5,
I
d•
'II'
and in these expressions :
1
4 50
66
2 1, 1 =
C = 0,0
600,
and
/
= 88;
=
,
=
•
d1
d,
i
therefore, C � = 0,02 1 . 600 = 1 2,6, and C 1,. = 0,02 1 . 88 = J ,85. Again,
d,
I
d,9 I,
4 50
, I, = (�)' 66
= (�)'e.
= 13,26, and d/
1 '94.
er ,
20
6,�7
�,
�o 6,�1
If we further assume, that the bends in the pipes have radii of curvature a = 4 r, or
if !".. = t, we have as the co-efficient of re91ltance in bends:
a

=

., =

c.

s.

•• =

t

=

C, =0,131 + 1,847

(:

)t = 0,1

4 5,

and if_ the aggregate angle of detlexion by curves

in the pressure and discharge pipes= 270°, or if:
s. = s. = 2 100 = i then, C, s, = C, s'l = 0,14:'ie. f = 0, 22.
,..
,,,.
180°
'II'
..
If, further, the water, before and after its work is done in the cylinder, makes two rec�
tangular de,;iations in its progress through the valve cylinder, we have, in the formulas
fore•• and a , C2 = 2 . 1 = 2 ; and if the valve cylinder is of the same diameter as the
,
pressure 11ud connecting pipes, the co-efficient of resistance for the up stroke
1
1
1
ta= - (�•) J = ( 1 - 0,2025)9 = 0,64, whilst for the down stroke C, = = 0,44.

[

l

If the throttle and other passage valves be fully open, then C6 = O, and, therefore, we
28,72, and
have x, = 12,60 + 13,26 + 0,22 + 2,00 + 0,64
1,85 + 1,94 + 0,22 + 2,00 + 0,44 = 6,45
Lastly, we have the best ratio of the times for the up stroke and down stroke :
3
28 72
, = /•,
= 1,646, or nearly 5 to 3.
J •
6,45
IC.a
By introducing these values, we get the height of column remaining:
1
4
h - [4f � (h1
a,
2g
2
,,.
d14
,�d,'
d

a,=

.J

=

=

+ �)+ ( + �) c,+ )' , _!_ ( Q)•]
1
=h- [4 / ! (h, +h2)+ <:.• + "•) ('; ) 2� · (: ;�)']
d

28• 72 ·
= 2 9 3'7 5 - (
25

1

.

g + 6,45)) (4 ) " . 0,0155. ( 4 . 16e) 2

3
9 . tr
16 4096e 293,75 - 2,37 = 2 91,3 8 feet.
·e .,, =
= 293I75 - 16I79. 010 155 .e
72 9 ,
From this we get the efficiency of this engine, neglecting the mechanical effect required
for working the valves' 11 = 2 91,38 = 0,832, and the useful effect:

::J50
L = 291,38 . 1 . 62,5 = 182 1 1 feet tbs., or 3,t horse power, nearly.

§ 200. Ad}ustm ent of the Valve,.-The arrangement and proper
adj ustment of the valves is a most important part of the water-pres
sure engine. As in all the engines we have described piston valves
are used , we shall, in what follows, confine ourselves to the considera
tion of these arrangements.
We shall first consider the system having two pistons, as used in
some of the Saxon engines, and represented in Fig. 316.
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If we assume that the valve piston S is pressed upwards with a.
mean pressw·e lt i, and downwards with a pressure h2 ; and if the
height of the counter piston (1 above 8 =e, and,
Fjg, 3 16.
therefore, the height of the hydrostatic column under
e
G = h2 - e, and that above (1 according as the
water is Jet on or shut off, l,,1 - e, or ltz - e. If
fw·ther, d1 = the diameter of S, and d9, = that of G,
and we shall assume that the packing of the two pis
tons consists of leather discs pressed together, and that
they are about the same height or thickness. If, now,
1
this piston valYe system be 1.1,p, as sho,vn in Fig. 316,
the letting on of the pressw· e ,vater above G would
occasion a descent of the valves, and, therefore, the
difference of the water pressure on S and G, in com
bination with the weight R of the system, must be
sufficient to overcome the friction of the piston S and
G. The pressw·e downwards on
rt d22
G=
(h1 - e) r,
4
81
and the counter pressu1· e under
n d2
G
(h2 - e) r•
=
E
4
9,

The downward pressure on S

under S =
downl:

P=

n a1 2

4

li 1 -r,

n d1

h2 -r, and the counter pressure
4
and, hence, the po,ver to push the system

=

1

,.
,c
d
a2 2
1
( lzi - h 1) r + R
" (li1 -e - h2 +e) r +
4
4
d9,2 - dl2) ( hl - h'1.) "/ + R,

= i(

or the fa.TI h1 - li2 being represented by li:

p = � (d;i - d/) h "I + R.

The friction of the pistons, even though they be not on the hydro
static principle, is proportional to the circumference of the piston,
and to the difference of pressure on the two sides of the piston, and
may be represented by F = tf> rt d li "I· Hence, in the case in question
P = '1> n ( d1 (li1 - h2) + d2 [h 1 - e - (h2 -e)]) ,- = 4> re (d1 + d2) h "I·
Hence we have the following formula :
� (d,/,. - d12) h r + R = t n ( d1 + d2) 7,, r,

or, simplified:
.

1.) d2'J - d/· + 4 R

"I

= 4 t (d1 + d2

).

If, on the other hand, the valve has to 1·ise from its lowest posi
tion after the water has been cut off, then the excess, or the differ,c

,,,
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ence of the w ater pressure on 8 alone, must overcome the weight
of the valve system, and the friction of the pistons; because then
the pressures on both s ides of G cease, we must, therefore, have
� d12 (h1 - h2) r = R + t ,c (d1 + d2) h r,

or; more simply :

2.) di2 - 4 R = 4 • (di + d,).

,clh r
These formula
_l s will serve for calculating the diameters d1 and d2
of the two pistons. Neglecting R, which, in considerable falls, is
almost always of small amount :
d22 - d12 c:s 4 t ( d1 + d2), and d12 = 4 t (d1 + d2), therefore,
d22 - d1 2 = d1 2, or d22 = 2 d. 2,
and, hence, the diameter of the !ounter pi ston :
d'1, = dl ✓2 = 1,414 di ,
or about 1 of the dia.meter of the piston valve, which is determined
by the first equation:
d22 - d/ = 4 t (d1 + d2), or d1 - d = 4 t,
if we substitute in it : d1 ✓2 for d2•
We then have:
d1 = 4 4> = (✓2 + 1) . 4 t = 2,414 . 4 t, and d2 = 3,414 . 4 4>.
✓2l- 1
Taking the weight of the pis tons into account, we have, with suffi cient accuracy,
4R
d2 = J2 a1 2 _ B R = d1 ✓2 ,c h ,, d1 ✓2
te h r
= d ✓2 _ (✓2 - l ) R
,
1
r
✓2
t te h
and from this , we have by the equation 1 :
, i. e.
d, - d1 = 4 t ,c h "/
1 + d2)
.
(✓2 - 1) R
(✓2 - 1) d1 - 4 t + ( ✓2 - 1) R
e.
i.
)'
(1
,c
t h "I + ✓2
t " h r ✓2
✓ )R
2
;=
(
+
4
✓
1)
t
+
2
d1 (
: , and
tn r
(3 ✓2 - 4) R_
d2 = (✓2 + 2) 4 t +
2 t n hlr
For the sake of certainty in the working, both diameters are
made somewhat greater, and the excess of power is absorbed by
setting the regulating cocks, a lready mentioned, so _as_ to ex�ctly
adjust the area of passage. Judging from the best ex1 st1ng engines,
we may take 4 t = O, 1, or t = -ilJ • In . order that, in the passage
of the pressure water through the valve cylinder, there may be the
least possible hydraulic resistance, it is usually �a.de of �qual �rea.,
at that part, with the area of the pressure and 1nte�me�1ate pipes;
and supposing the formulas give a diameter d1, which 1s less than

t:
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that of the pressure pipes, we may consider that there · exists an
excess of power, which must be adjusted by the regulating cocks.
Example. It is required to determine the proportions of a two-piston valve system for

a water-pressure engine of 400 feet fall. Suppose the weight of the pistons and rod,
&c. = 150 lbs. Leaving this weight out of the calculation, the diameter
d, = 2,414 . 4 t = 2,414 . 0,1 = 0,2414 feete= 2,897 inches, and d11 = 3,414 . 0,1
0,2414
= 0,3414 = 4,097 inches. Taking the weight of pistons, &c., into account d,
0,586 · 150
0•586
+
= 0,2414+ 0,0223 = 0,2637 fi. = 3,164einches,
= 0,241 4 +
.
r
8,
3
0,05 . 400 . 62,5 ,r
3
0•243 · 150
and d9 =0,3414 +
= 0,3414+e0,0092 = 0,3516 feet = 4,219 inches.
0,05 . 400. 62,5 .,
5 inches. For so s1nall a
It will be sufficient in this case, i f we take d1 = 3½, and d11
counter-balance to piston valve, only a small supply of water is neces!ary; but the re
sistance in the passage through the valve cylinder would be greaL If, on this account,
8,484
we put d1
6 inches, then we should have to make d'l at leaste= d1 vl:2
inches, that is from Bi to 9 inches, the excess of power being absorbed by adjusting the
cocks.

=

=

=

=

§ 201. In the three-piston valve system, the mode of calculation

is very similar to that gone through above. The advantage of this
system is, that we may make one of the pistons, the valve piston
proper, for example, of the same diameter as the pressure pipes.
The calculations for the valves in the engine represented in Fig.
311, may be made as follows : Putting d1 = the diameter of the
lower piston, or first valve piston, and d2 that of the second, and d3
that of the upper or counter piston ; then, for the descent, we have
1.) dl2 - d22 + d32 + 4 R = 4 • (dl + d2 + d. 3),
,c h 'Y
and for the ascent:
4
2.) d22 - d12 - ::, = 4 4> (dl + d2 + d3)•
'Y

From d1 we <.a,n, by means of these formulas, determine d2 and d3,
making d2, however, somewhat greater than the calculation gives
for insuring certainty of action. If we put the value thus found
into the formula
8
2 (d12 - d22) + ds2 + R - 0,
h
1C
'Y
we get as the diameter of the third piston :
1C

f2 (d22 -d/)l- � R ,
-\I
n h -r
which, for the reasons already given, should be made something
more than the absolute result of calculation.
For the valve system of the engine in Fig. 312, we have the fol
lowing formulas. Let h, 1 = the mean· height of the pressure co�umn,
and li2 = the mean height of counter-balance column; d1 the diame
ter of the valve piston, d that of the counter piston, and d3 that of
�he projection forming a third piston. The power in the descent,
1s then
d3 =

.A.DJUST.l\IENT OF TIIE V.ALYES.

and that in the ascentl:
� [d,;

l

therefore :

lil
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- (d22 - d32) h<J -dl2 ( hl - h2)] ')' - R ;

f

4
= 4 4> (d1 + d2 + d3), and
1.) d/· - h 1 d32 +
n, r
h
4
2.) d22 - d/l + �2d32 - R = 4 .,, (d1 + d2 + d3 )•
" li r
,i
If d1 be given, we can then calculate d2 and d3, lJut we must keep
d2 somewhat above, and d3 somewhat below the result of the formula.
The formulas
1. d2i - d32 = 8 qi (d1 + d2 + d3), and
('i• + lz2) ds<J = 2 d 2 + 8 R ,
2. d22 +
1
" h1
h
are of rather simpler application.
For the valve system shown in Fig. 317, already mentioned as
that of the Clausthal engines, we hn.ve, '\Vhen d1 = the diameter of
Yal,·e piston, d9 the diameter of upper or counter piston, and d3 that
of the lo,vcr or auxiliary piston, the power for descent:
Fig. 317•

•
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2
: [d1 (h l - h2 ) - d22 h1 )] "(

The power of ascent :

+ R,

2
2 h
2 (h - h )
+
d
(h
h
d
)
(d
1]
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
�

1.) d12 -

!•

d22 +

2.) d92 - d12

::"I = 4 q, (d1 + d2 + d3), and

+ h1 d22
J,,

r - R ; therefore,

-

4R

"hr

= 4 t (d1 + d2 + d3).

=

=

688 feet, and h1
Example. Supposing, as in the last-mentioned en "'ine, h 1
76 feet,
R 170 Jbs., and d1 ½ foot, we get the diameters of the other pistons a s follows :
8R
d31 8 + (d,
d1
d3), and alw
2 d,1 - � h, d11
, or, in numbers:
who
h
-,,
da' = 0,2 (0,5 + d1 d3),and
lJ,5-2,248 d19 0,0107. If, now, we assume d,=0,3
feet, we have by one formulao d31 = 0,510,? - 0,2023=: 0,3084, that is d3 = �,555 ;
and by the second formula, d31 = 0,2 . 1,3.>5
0,2710, ,. e. d3 =0,5205. But 1f we
put d1 = 0.33, then dl
0,5107 - 0,2448
0,2659, or d3 = 0,516, and, again,
0,33 . 12 = 3,96, or about 4
0,2692, or d3 = 0,519. Hence d,
d3' = 0,2 . 1,346
¼
0,52 . J 2 = 6,24, or 6 inches. Jordan, the engineer, who erected
inches, and d3
these machines, has made d,. 4 inches, 1,6 lines, and d3
5 inches, 9f lines, from
which we deduce that 4 + is somewhat less than 0,1 in this casP,.
Remark. To calculate more accurately, the diameter of the valve rod would have to be
taken into accounL
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§ 202. Water for the Val ves.-The quantity of water required,
for the motion of the valves, gives rise to the loss of a certain amount
of mechanical efl'ect, or to a diminution of the engine's efficiency,
because it is abstracted from the water working the engine. It
should, therefore, be rendered as little as possible, that is d3, the
diameter of the counter piston, and its stro k e should be as small as
possible. The stroke depends on the depth of the valve piston, or
on the diameter of the intermediate pipe. The intern1ediate pipe is,
therefore, made rectangular: of the width of the working cylinder,
and low in proportion. As it is made of the same area as the presd
sure pipes, we have ad= "l / , and, therefore, the height, or least
4
.
d2
"
dimension of the intermediate pipe a = d .
4
That the valve piston may cut off the water exactly at the end
of the stroke, it is made three times the height of the pipe, or its
depth is a1 = 3 a ; and, hence, the stroke of the valve piston proper
81 = a1 + a = 3 a + a = 4 a, and the quantity of water expended
for each stroke is = " d3'l 81 = ,c a d31•

4

If the engine makes n strokes per minute, the quantity of water
expended by the valves per second.
_ ns1 ,c d31 na d 2
= 60 ,c 3 '
Q1
- 60 .
4
and, hence, the loss of effect corresponding:
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ns1 ,c d," I,,
= 60 • 4 • y,
or the loss is the less the longer the stroke of the engine.
As to the valve gear, the power required to work it is so small
that it may be left out of consideration. The study of the arrange
ment of the mechanism arises under another section of our work.
Ll

Example. If in the water-pressure engine, the 1mbject of the example calculate,1,
there be applied a valve piston of 9 in<"hes diameter, and, therefore, a counter piston
9 2-== 1 3 inches diameter. If, further, the intermediate pipe have a height
·
8 1 e"
tr d,•
g• .,
3 1 8e"incbes, then the vaI ve piston must have a he1g
· 11t
a - - - =-· 4 . 20
80
4 d
a,
3 a - 9,54 inches, and its stroke •1 -= a,
a == 12,72 inches as 1,06 feet ; and
13
)' . 1,06 =-: 0I 977 cubic
therefore the quantity of water expended each stroke -=

=

✓

== -- == ,

==

•

feet ; and hence the loss of effect per second :
L,

+

.

!. ( 1� .

4

.
0,977e. h = � . 0,977 . 350. 62. 5 = 1424.1 feet lbs., or nearly 3 hor• power
=�
·
.
ijU
00
,-

It would certainly be better in this case to make the piston valves less in diameter, and
have a lo,ver intermediate pipe; for although this woulrl increase the hydraulic resi!t•
ances, still it would not involve so great a loss as the waste of water we have calc1,1lated
implies.

§ 203. Experimental Res_ults.-There are not many good experi
ments on the effect of water-pressure engines. These engines are
usually employed a.s pumping engines in mines, and the experiments
that have been made involve the whole machinery, as well as the
engines themselves, in the results as to the efficiency. But it is very
easy to get an approximate determination of this efficiency, if we
assume that the efficiency of water-pressure engines and pumps are
�n certain proportions to each other. This assumption we may make
with perfect propriety, as the engine and machine are very analogous
in their construction and movements. We · shall not give any ad
vantage to the water-pressure engine, nor be far from the truth, if
we suppose the loss of effect of the whole apparatus to be one-half
due to the water-pressure engine. The calculation then becomes
very si�ple.
The effect at disposition is ; (Fs + F1s1 ) h r, in which F1 is the
0
section, and ,1 the stroke of the auxiliary piston. "The effect pro
duced, however, is n , F1 h1 "t; if F1 = the section of the pump piston,

60

and h1 the height, the water is raised by the pump. The loss of
effect is, therefore,
- � (Fs + F1,1) h r - ;i F1 n1 r,
6
the half of which is:l·
n
-= � [(F, + F1,1) J,, - F, ,hJ,
12
and hence the efficiency of the water-pressure engine :
F1 1
(F
a + F1 ,�----==1 ) It - F1 ,1t1 - I +· --=---=---=---�
-'---ca i(t
� ' + 'h ),
1
1
.1.
, =)
2 (F, F1,1 h
(Fs + F1 s1) h .
1h
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if 'h be the efficiency of the combined engine and pumps. In this
mode of calculation, it is assumed that there are no losses of water,
and when the machinery is in good order, this loss is so small that
it may be neglected. Jordan found for the Claustha.I engines, that
the loss of water in the water-pressure engines is only ¼ per cent.,
and in the pumps 2t per cent. The experiments are made by open
ing the regulating apparatus in pressure and discharge pipes, and
then raising the height of the pump column, or increasing the work
to be done till the required number of strokes is performed unifolrmly.
By experjments on this principle, Jordan found that one of the
Clausthal engines gave, when ma.king 4 strokes per minute,
"It == 0, 6568, and making 3 strokes f'/, - 0, 7055, and, therefore, in
, 6568 == 0, 8
284, and in the second :
the first case, 'I =- l
2
1 7055
== 0,8527, and hence as a mean f'/ == 0,84. When the
'
='1
2
greatest effect of a water-pressure engine cannot be determined by
the method of heightening the pump column till a uniform motion
is established, it may be done perhaps by diminishing the water
pressure column. This, however, can only be done when the excess
of power of the engine is small, that is, when the part of the water
column to be taken off is small. The water may be kept at a cer
t a.in level in the pressure pipes, ascertained by a float, and in ·this
way the efficiency for a certain head be determined. The engine in
Alte Mordgrube, near Freyberg, w�s experimented on in this way,
and it was found that for 3 strokes per minutel.,, =- 0,6 84, and hence
the efficiency of the water-pressure engine alone is to be estimated
, 84
as ,, = l � = 0, 842.

The most of the results reported in reference . to the effect of
water-pressure engines are too uncertain to be worthy of much con
fidence, having been deduced from experiments in which essential
circumstances were not noted. If we take { as the co-efficient of
resistance corresponding to a certain position of the regulating valves
or cocks, as given in the table, Vol. I. § 340, the fall y, lost by this
contraction, may be estimated by the formula :

. ( ) • ,
' ;� = ' �,l 4 ;;
and we can, therefore, estimate the efficiency by the formula :
F1 sh1
•
"' = ½ l +
+ F1 1 h
Fa [h - { )
y=

.

(!

1

4

;;J

s

Example. A pressure engine consumes 1 0 cubic feet of water per second, besides 0,4

cubic feet f?r the valves. The fall = 300 feet, the mean velocity of the water in the
pressure pipes = 6 feet per second, and the circular throttle v11lves in the main pipe
stands at �0°. Suppose, that by this engine, there is raised at �ach stroke 3,5 cubic feet
420 feet high, at what is the efficiency of the engine to be estiniate<l 1 Accor<liug to
\"ol. I. § 340, for the position of the vah•e 60°,
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,, =

½

�= 118, :. { . V 2 = 11S . 0,0165 . 6, = 62,2 feet ; and hence,
_.!..

(1

2g

3, . 420
\ = ½ ( 1 + 3, . 42 ) = ½ . 1 588 =0,794.
+ 10(300-62
2)+ 0,4 , 300/
237,8+ 12
5

5

1

l

§ 204. OJ1ain Wheels.-There are other water-power machines,
neither ,vhecls nor pressure engines, but which are to be met with
from time to time. We ma,y mention the following :The chain of buckets (Fr. 1·oue piston ; Ger. Kolbenrail) has
recently been revived as n, n1aclune recipient of wa.te1· power by La
molieres (8ee " Tecl1nologiste," Sept. 1845).
11 he principal parts of this machine are A CB, Fig. 318, oYer
which passes a chnin A J)B, formFi ir. 3 1 8.
ing tho axis connecting n. series
of pistons (called buckets or
saucers), E, F, G, &c., n.nd a pipe
E G, through ,vhich the cLnin
passes in such manner, that tJ1e
pistons nearly fill tho section of
the pipe. The w:itcr flo,ving in
at .E, descends in the pipe EG,
carrying the buckets along \Yith
it, thus setting the ·whole chain iu
motion, and turni11g the sprocket
,vheel .A OB round with it. La
moliere's piston w
· heel, consists of
two chains having from 10 to 15
buckets "rith leather packing.
The buckets ha.ve an elliptical
form, the major axis being 8 times
the minor axis. The sprocket
wheel consists of two discs with
six cuts to receive the buckets.
For a fall of two metres (6' - 8''), the surface of buckets being 0,25
square feet, the quantity of water 31 litres (6,82 gallons) per second,
the number of revolutions 36 to 39, it is saiu that an efficiencyl= O, 71
to 0, 72 was obtained.

a

.

Remark. This machine is the chain pump used in the En{l:lish navy1 converted into n
rE>ci pient of pO\\•er. For a description of the chaio poni p:.1 see Nicholson·s " Operali\'e
Mech.,·, p. 268.

The chain of buckets (Fr. noria, c}iapelet, pater-noater; Ger.
Eimerk ette) is a similar apparatus. The chain in this machine ha.s
a se1:ies of buckets attached, Fig. 319, of such form that no P!Pe is
i-equ1red. The water enters at .A, fills tl1e buckets successively,
and sets the whole series in motion so that the sprocket wheel (J
is made to revolve. This wheel sho�ld give a very high efficiency,
seeing that the whole fall may be ma.de use of ; but from the great
number of parts of which it is composed, their liability to wear,
and other sources of loss of effect, it is practically a very inefficient
machine.
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Fig. 310.

Fig. 320.

Rmrar'k. We may here mention, tlmt the so called rotary pnmp, rotary steAm enJ;ine8,
&c., may be adapted to receive "'nter power. Fig. 320, represf'nts a v.•ater pressure
wheel, of whiclt there is n c.letailetl description ancl tLeory given in rhe " Pc,lytechn.
Centrnlblatt, 1 840.11 It is Pec(Jueur·s _rotary t1team engine adapted to wateT power.
JJOBt is a strong, accurately turned axis, ./l ao<l .11., beiog two \vings connected with it,
and ,vbicb et-rve as pi.,tons. These pistonei are enclosed in a C0Ter DED1 E,, in wbicb
there are four slides moved by the engine itself, and perfom1ing tbe functions of valves.
The axis is bored rl:tree times in the direction of its len[?th, and each of the hollow spaces
has a latdral eotnmunicatioo w1tl1in 1he cover. Tho pressure water flows thron�h the
inner bore 0, enters through the side openings C and C., into the, in other respecu,1
isolated space between the axis and the cover; presses against the pistons..i nnd ..i., and
in that way sets the axis in rotation. That tlte rotation may not be interropted l,y the
slides, tbey must always receJe before the piston comes up to them ; and on tbe other
hand, tu11t no water pressure may act on tbe opposite sicfe of the piston, the slides must
fall back iustantly on tbe piston passing them, so that the spaces .11.BE and .ll,B1 E11 are
shut off, and communicate only with the passages B and B., r.brough which tlte \\'ater
..1s discharged when it has tlone its work.
l\i[r. Armstrong, of Newcastle, constructed a water-pressure wheel of about 5 H. P.1 in
1841, a description of which will be found in thet" l\fechanic's Magazine," vol. xx.xii.
Littralure.-We shall conclude by some account of the literature anJ i-tatistics of
·water-pressure engines. Belitlor, in the II Architecture Bydmulique," describes a ,vate,.
pressure e_?gine with a horizontal working cylinder; ond mentions, also, that, in 1731,
J\11\1. Den1sard nntl De Ja DuaiJle l1ad constructed a \VUler-pressure engine. But this
!tad only 9 feet faJI, and raised about i,r part of the weight of tile power ,vater
machinP.
_
to a he1ght of 32 feet. It appears pretty certaio, however, tluu tbe ·wnter•pressure engine
was employed for raising water from mines, first by Winterschmitlt, and soon afterwards
4
by Holl. 'J'be
Betmchrung der
. details..o� thiti hi!.torical fact are to be found intBusse's
_
'\Vinterschmtllt und Holl scben Wassersiiulenmascbioe, &o., Fre,berg, 1804.11 A drawing
and description of \Vioter5.cltmidt·s engine is given iu Calvur·s II Historisch chronolog.
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Nacbricht, &c., des Maschinenwesens, &c., auf dem Oberharze, Braunscbweig, 1763."
Huu·s engine is described in Delius'so" Introduction to Mining," originally published at
_
Vienna, 1773, and i n the description of the engines erected at Schemnitz, by Poda, pub
lished at Prague, 1771.
Smeaton mentions the water-pressure engine in 1765, as an old invention, improved
by Mr. Westgarth, of Coalcleugh, in the county of Northumberland, at which time several
had Leen ereeted, in different mines, on Mr. Westgarth's plan. Set Smt'Bton's " Report,"
vol. ii. p. 96.
Trevethick, the celebrated Cornish engineer, also invented or reproduced the water
pressure engine; and erected one, still at work in the Druid oopper mine, near Truro,
about the year 1793. Stt Nicholson'so" Operative Mech."
The water-pressure engine is now in use in nearly every mining district in the world.
The Bavarian engineer, Reichenbach, greatly improved and bas made a most extensive
application of this power for raising the brine to the boiling establishments in the Salz
bourg district. These engines have ne ver been accurately described, but notices of them
will be found in Langsdorf"s " Mascbinenkunde," in Hachette's " Traite elementaire des
Macbinest and in Flachat's " Traite elementaire de Mecanique." The engines erected
by Brendel, in Saxony, are described in Gerstner's " Mechanik," where also the engines
in Karinthia and at Bleiberg are described in detail. The water-pressure engines in the
Scbemnitz district are de&'ribed by Schitko, i n his "Beitriigen zur Bergbaukunde." Jor
dan has given a very detailed account of the engines at Clausthal, in Karsten's " Archiv
fUr Mineralogie," &c., b. x., published as a separate work by Reimer, of Berlin. Junker
has described his engines, at Huelgoat, in the " Annalee des Mines," vol . viii. 1835, and
the description is published as a separate work, by Ba.chelier.
No deacription of the engines erected by Mr. Deans, of Hexbam, has been published.
They are, however, simple and efficient. The engine erected by him at Wanlockbead,
in Scotland, in 1830 or 3 1 , having the fall-bob for working the valves, is one of the largest,
and considered very efficient.
But the water-pressure engine erected in 1842, at the Alport Mine..� near Bakewell,
in Derbyshire, and several others on nearly the same model, are perhaps the most per
fect of this description of engine hitherto made. These engines have been constructed
from the designs of Mr. Darlington, engineer of the Alport Mines, under Mr. Taylor, by
the Butterly Iron Company. There is a beautifu l model of the first erected at Alport,
in the Museum of Ecooomic Geology, but no deacription of it has yet been published.
Its arrangement-the construction of its parta--the valves, and their g«-,ar-are each of
them admirable and peculiar to this engine, though, in its general featureta, it resembles
the engines of Brundel, and Junker, and Jordan, which have been described.-Ta.

CHAPTER VII.
ON WINDMILLS.

§ 205. Windmilll.-The atmospheric currents caused by a local
expansion of the air by the sun's heat, are a source of mechanical
effect, as is the expansive force of air heated artificially.
The machines, recipients of this wind power, are windmills (�r.
roues a vent; Ger. Windriider). They serve to convert a portion
of the vu viva of the mass of a.ir in motion into useful effect. As the
direction of the wind is more or less horizontal, windmills or sail
wheels usually have the a.xis nearly horizontal, that is, they are
themselves nearly vertical.
Horizontal windmills, having concave buckets or sails, have been
erected. The force of the wind against a hollow surface is greater
29*
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than against a plane or a convex surface, and hence such a wheel
revolves under very light winds, but not advantageously for the pro
duction of mechanical effect.
Rmaark. For eome account of Beatson 's horizontal win<lmille, • Nicholson's "Practical

}Jechanic," and Gregore·s " Mechanic," vol. ii.

§ 206. The advantage of sail wheels over any construction of
.bucket wheel is, that for the same weight, or in the same conditions
generally, they produce a greater effect than these latter. We
shall, therefore, in what follows, confine ourselves to the considera
tion of sail wheels, of which the genera.I arran�ement is as follows :
First, there is the. axle of wood, or better, of iron. This shaft, or
axle, is inclined at an angle of from 5 to 15 degrees to the horizon,
in order that the wheels may hang free from the structure on which
they are placed, and also because the wind is supposed to blow at
an inclination amounting to that number of degrees. This axle has
a head, a neck, a spur wheel, and a pivot. At the head are the
arms-the neck is the journal, or principal point of support on which
it revolves. The spur wheel transmits the motion to the work to be
done, and the pivot, at the low end of the axis, takes up a certain
amount of the weight and counter-pressure of the machine. The
loss of effect arising from the friction of the axle on the points of
support is considerable, on account of the great weight and strain
upon them, as also on account of the velocity with which it-generally
revolves, and hence every means must be taken to reduce it. On
this account, iron shafts and bearings are to be preferred to wooden
ones, as they may be made of much less diameter. The diameter
of a. wooden neck being 1 ½ to 2 feet; that of an iron one substituted,
need not be more than 6 to 9 inches. The friction of wooden axles
is also in itself greater than that of iron.
§ 207. Windmill Sails.-A windmill -sail consists of the arm or
whip, of the cross bars, .and of the clothing,· The whips are radial
arms of any required length, up to 40 or even 50 feet, usually about
30 feet. The number of arms is generally four, less frequently 5 or 6.
For 30 feet in length, these arms are made 1 foot thick by 9 inches
broad at the shaft, and 6 inches by 4½ inches at the outer end.
The mode of setting them in, or fastening them to the shaft, is
various. When the axle is of wood, the arms are put through two
· holes, morticed at right angles to each other, thus -getting -4 arms.
The arms are sometimes made fast by screws to the shaft head, like
the arms of a water wheel, and we refer to our description of water
wheels for hints applicable to this subject. The bars are wooden
�ross arms, passing through the whip, which is morticed through at
intervals_ of from 15 to 18 inches for the purpose, at right angles to
the leading side of the whip. According as the sail is to have a
rectangular or a trapezoidal form, the bars are all of the same length
?r they increase in length from the shaft outwards. The first ba;
�s placed �t ½ of the length of the whip from the shaft, and its length
1s = to this 4 to 1 of the length of the whip. The outermost bar is
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made from -I to i of the length of the whip. The whips are not
generally made the centre line of the sails, but they divide them so
that the part next the wind equals from l to } of the entire width
of the sail. Therefore, the bars project much less from the one side
than from the other. The narrower side is usually covered by the
so-called windhoard, and, on the wide side, the winddoor or a sail
cloth clothing is used.
The sails are made plane, or surfaces of double curvature, i. e.,
,varped,
or concave. The slightly hollow surfaces of double curvature
_
giye the greatest effect, as we shall learn in the sequel. Fo� plane
sails, the bars have all the same inclination of from 12 to 18 degrees
to the plane of rotation. In the double-curvature sails, the first
b_ars are set at 24°, and the outer bars at 6° from the plane of rota
tion, and the inclinations of the intermediate bars form a transition
between these two angles. To give th,e sails concavity, the whips
must be curved, as also the bars. Although, according to the theory
of the wind's impulse, this form gives an increased effect, the diffi
culty of execution renders it nearly inapplicable. The ends of the
bars are connected or strung together by uplonga, and sometimes
there are 3 of these uplongs on the driving and 2 on the leading side
of the sail, to strengthen the lattice on which the sailcloth lies, on a
series of frames of not more than 2 square feet each.
§ 208. PostmillB.-As the direction of the wind is variable, and
the axis has to be in that direction, the support of the wheel must
have a motion on a vertical axis.
According to the manner of effecting this rotation, windmills ma.y
be subdivided into two classes : the postmill (Fr. moulin ordinaire;
Ger. B ockmuhle), Fig. 821, and the smockmill, or towermill (Fr.
moulin Hollandais; Ger. HollandiBche, or Thurmmuhle).
In the postmill, the whole structure turns on a foot, or centre ;
�nd in the smockmill, only the cap, with the gudgeon and pivot bear
ings resting on it, turns.
Fig. 321 is a general view of a postmill. AA is the post or
centre, BB and B1B1 are cross bearers or sleepers, framed with
struts O and IJ, to support the post. On the top of the framing
there is a saddle E. The mill house rests on two cross beams FF,
and on joists GG, as also on the cross beam H on the head of the
post, which is fitted with a pivot to facilitate the turning of the
whole fabric. The axis turns in a plumber block N, generally of
metal, sometimes of stone (basalt), lying on the beam MM, sup
ported on the framing 00. KP, KP, &c., are the arms, passing
through the shaft and carrying 4 plane sails PP, &c. The figure
represents a grindingmill, and, hence, the wheel transmitting the
power, R, works into a pinion Q, driving the upper millstone S.
In order to turn the whole house, a long lever, strongly connected
with the beams EF, projepts 20 to 80 feet from the back of it. This
lever is loaded, to counterbalance the weight of the sail wheel, &c.
\Vhen the mill is set in the right direction, the lever FT ( cut off in
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the figure), is anchored and held fast, and generally there is a l)illall
movable capstan for getting power to turn the mill house, &c.
Fig. 321.

S:MOCKMILLS.
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§ 209. 8mockmil l8.-Smockmi1Is are ma.de in two different ways.
Either the movable cup encloses the windshaft rdone, or a greater
pa1·t of the mill house, from the windshaft downwards, turns on a
vertical axis. The motion of the sa,il wheel is transmitted by a. pair
of wheels to the k ing poBt, that is, a. strong vertical axis going
through the whole height of the mill house. In order that the
wheels may be in gear in every position of the windshaft, it is
necessary that the axis of the one shaft should intersect that of the
other.
Fig. 322 represents the latter arrangement, which is, in fact, inter
mediate bet·ween the postmill nnd the smockmill. .AA is o. stationary
Fig. 322•

•

tower or pyramid, raised above which is the building containing
the machinery, in driving which the power is consumed. .DIJ is the
movable top of tho mill, supported by the wooden ring .F.F, and by
the wooden ring GG, by means of the uprights .EE and E,Ei , and
which only admits of rotation round these, "·hich are, in fact, the
substitute for the post in the postmill. The mill wheel is drawn
round by a capstan R, attached to the lever H, framed by the stairs
to the movable part of the structure. The ,rindshaft is of cast
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iron, and rests at M and N in plumber blocks, lined with brasses.
0 and P are iron-toothed wheels, for transmitting the motion of the
'\\rind shaft to the upright, or king po8t PP. The windsails R1 ,
RS. . . are warped surfaces : the arms are fastened by screws in to
the cast iron socket piece R, attached by wedges to the head of the
windshaft.
The upper part of a. smockmill, properly so called, is shown in
Fig. 323. .A.A is the upper part of the tower, or mill house, built
Fig. 323.

of wood, or of masonry. BB is the movable cap, ODE is the wind
shaft, EE the arms of the sails, strengthened by the ties GF, GF,
supported by a king post EG-. Kand L are bevelled gear for trans
mitting the power from the windshaft to the vertical shaft.
The sails are set to the wind, sometimes by means of a. lever, as
described in reference to the last-mentioned construction of cap, but
sometimes by means of a large wind vane, the plane of which is in
that of the axis of the wind shaft, but more generally by means of
a small windmill S. That the cap may revolve easily, it is placed
on rollers c, c, c . . . connected together in a frame, and running
bet,veen two rings, one of which is laid on the summit of the tower,
the other is attached to the under side of the cap. To prevent the
cap from being raised up and displaced, there is an internal ring d,
which has likewise friction rollers running on the internal surface
of a a. When th.is method of adjustment is used, the outer sm·face
of a a i� .toothe!1, a.n.d a small pinion e working into it, is moved by
the aUXIhary wmdmill, by means of the bevelled gear f and g, Fig.
323, and thus the whole cap is made to revolve, until the auxiliary
whee], and therefore the axis of the windshaft is in the direction
of the wind.

REGULATION OF TIIE PO\VER.
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§ 210. Regitlation of the Power.-As the wind Yaries in intensity
as well as in direction, when the work to be done is a constant resist
ance, unless some men.ns of regulating the power be applied. the
motion of the machinery would not be uniform. One means of ab- •
sorbing any excess of power, is a. friction strap, applied to the out
side of the ·wheel on the windshaft. Another means is, to vary the
extent of snil, or the quantity of clothing exposed. When the sails
are quite spread out, the maximum power depends on the inteDBity
of the wind, and if this intensity be constant, the power may be
varied by taking in more or less of the clothing of the sail. When
the clothing is canvas, the regulation of po"·er is easily managed by
reefing more or less of it; and "·hen the clothing consists of board
ing, the removal of one or more boards answers the same end.
Self-adjusting windsails, thnt is, sails which extend their surface
as the force of the ,vind decreases, and contract it as this force
increases, ha.Ye been successfully applied. The best windsails of
this kind are those invented by l\fr. Cubitt, in 1817, nnd of which
Fig. 324.

Fig. 324 represents the section of a part. A is a hollow ,vindshaft .
B G a rod passing through it, G.D a ratchet fastened to BO, so that
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it does not turn with it, but serves to move it in the direction of
the axis.
The ratchet works into a toothed wheel E, on the same axis as the
pulley F, round which there passes a string ,vith u. weight G. The
sail clothing consists of a series of boards, or sheet-iron doors be,
bi <'i, &c., movable by the arms ac, a1c1, &c., round the axis c, c 1 , &c.
These arms are connected by the rods ae, ae
1 1, &c., n.nu by the levers
or cranks, de, de
1 1 , ,rith toothed "·heels d, dv so that, by the turning
of the latter, the opening nnd closing, or, in general, the adjustrnent
of the flaps or doors is possible.
There are besides, levers BL, BL1, Fig. 325, revolving on centres
Fig. 325.

K and K1 , and attached at one end to the rod BC', and at the other
to the ratchets LJI and L1 'JII1 7 working into the small wheels d ancl
d1 • The drn,ring explains bo,v the "-ind, coming in the direction W.
1\'0rks back"·nrds on the counter-balance "'eight G, ,vhich is adjusted
so that the surface exposed shall be that required to do the work
regularly, al�rays supposing that, for the ma.xi1n1un surface that can
be exposed, there is "·ind sufficient.
Rtmark. �fr. By,vater inve11ted a rnode of furling anJ unfurling the clotliing when It

con::iists of sailcloth. Tliere are t"•o rollers moved by toothed wheel�, and the action of
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these is to cover more or less of the sail frame, ncconling to the force of the wind. This
plan is <lescriued in detail in Barlow'se·• Treatise on the !vlauulactures and l\tachinery,

&c. &c."

§ 211. Direction of the JVind.-The direction of the ·wind may be
any of the 32 points of the compass, but the indications are gen
erally noted as one of the 8 following: N. , N.E., E. , S.E., S. , S.\V.,
W., N.W., i. e., north, north-east, east, south-east, south, south-west,
,vest, north-west; or naming them according to the direction from
which they blow. In the course of the year, the direction of the
,vind is more or less frequently from each of all these directions ;
some winds blowing more frequently than others. From Kamtz's
" Meteorology," we extract the follo,ving table of the winds that
blow during 1000 days, in different countries.
Country.

Germany .
England •
France
•

•

•

.

I
•
•

.

N.

84

82

1 :.26

N.E.
98

111

140

E.

S.E.

1 19
99

87
81
76

84,

s. I s.w.

111

97

117

185
225
192

W. II N.W.

198
171

15 5

131
120

110

We see from this that, in the three countries named, the south-west
wind predominates ; the passage of the wind from one direction to
another is usually in the course from S., S. W., W., &c., and seldom
in the opposite course of S., S . E . , E., &c. That is, the latter course
is generally only taken through a small angle, and then retraced.
The wind vane, or fane (ltr. giro uette, ftoluette ; Ger. Wind- or
lVetterfaline), gives the direction of the wind. To give it facility of
movement, the friction on its pivot or collar must be as small as pos
sible, and hence the blade or plane of the vane has to be balanced
by a counter-weight to bring the centre of gravity line to pass through
the axis of rotation. (Whether the form resulting from this combi
nation gave rise to the term weathercolck (Fr. co q a vent,· Ger. Wet
terhahn ), or whether '' a king-fisher hanging by the bill, converting
the breast to that point of the horizon from whence the wind doth
blo"', be the introducing of weatherco ckls," we cannot pretend to say.)
§ 212. Intensity o f the Wind.-The miller is, however, depend
ent on the intensity of the wind, and not on its direction ; for on
the former the mechanical effect to be obtained from given winds11ils depends.
•
Accordingly, the Yelocity of the wind is
fJ'carcely sensible for
1 ! feet per second.
"
"
Very gentle wind for
3
"
"
6
Gentle breeze for
"
"
18
Dri�k breeze for
"
Good breeze for windmills
22
''
"
"
Brisk ga.le fQr
30
"
"
45
IIigh ,,·ind for
"
"
60
Vcry high wind for
"
''
Stor1n for·
70 to 90
IIurricane
100 or more.
VOL. II.-80
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A breeze of 10 feet per second is not in general sufficient to drive
a loaded windsail, and if the velocity rises above 35 feet per second,
the intensity becomes too much for the strength of the arms, unless
the clothing be very close reefed, and stormy weather is dangerous
even to " bare poles."
Windgauges, or anemornetera, are used for ascertaining the velo
city of the wind. Many anemometers have been proposed and
adopted, but few of them are sufficiently convenient or trustworthy
in their indications. The anemometers have great resemblance to
the hydrometers described in Vol. I. § 376. The velocity of a cur
rent of air may be measured by noting the rate of progress of a
body floating in it, as a feather, smoke, soap bubbles, small air
balloons, &c. This uieans will not suffice in the case of high velo
cities, for the eddies, that invariably accompany wind, disturb the
progress of such bodies.
Ane1nometers may be divided into three classes. Either the velo
city of the wind is deduced from that of a . wheel moved by it, or it
is measured by the height of a column of fluid, counterbalancing
the force of the wind, or the pressure on a given surface is deter
mined. We shall give a succinct account of each of these methods.

Rnnark. There is a very complete treatise on Anemometers, in the " Allgemeinen
MascbinenencyclopiWie, by Hulsse." l11 the transactions of the British Association for
1846, there is a report, by Mr. J. Phillips, on Anemometers, in which the es�ntial point�
to be aimed at in these instruments, and the merits of those of Whewell, Osler, and
Lind, reP.pectively, are discussed. The chapters on Wind, in Ka.mtz's " Meteorology," encl
in Gehler'a " Wiirterbucb," are s&andar<ls of reference on this subject.

§ 218. Anemometera.-Woltmann's wheel may be used for ascer
taining the velocity of the wind as conveniently as it is for ascer
taining the velocity of currents of water. When its axis of rotation
is set in the direction of the wind, which is insured by means of a
vane set on the same vertical a.xis with it, the number of revolutions
made in a given time may be observed, and from this the velocity may
be deduced, as explained, Vol. I. § 378, by the formula v == v0 + a u,,
in which v0 is the velocity of the wind, for which the wheel begins
to stop, and II is the ratio v - vo. If the impulse of the wind were
u
of the same nature as that of water, and if they both increased
exactly as the sguares of the relative velocities, then a. = .!_= vo
'U,

would answer for windl· and water, but as this is only nearly true,
we can only expect that the co-efficient II is nearly the same for wintl
and water. As to the initial velocity v0, this is, in the case of wind,
about y800 = 28,3 times greater than for water, as the density of
water 1s about 800 times greater than that of air; and thence a
column of. air 800 times as high as that of water, or the impact
of a stream of ✓800 - 28,3 times the velocity of the water. This
high value of the constant v0, makes it necessary to construct
the anemometer sails with great lightness, and to have the axis of
hard steel running on agate or other hard bearings ; as, for instance,
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in Combe's anemometer. The constants v0 and u are generally
determined by moving the instrument through air at rest ; but this
method is objectionable, because the impact of a fluid in motion
is not the same as the resistance of a fluid at rest ( Vol. I. § 391).
It is better, on every account, to deduce the constants from expe
riments on currents of air, deducing tlie lo,v Yelooities by direct
observntions on light, floating bodies. By placing the instrument in
tl1e main pipe of n. blo\ving engine, the observations for calculating
the constnnts might be made. The calculation of constants from
a series of experiments for ,vhich v and u are known, should be done
as shown in Vol. I. § 379.
§ 214. Pitot's tube may also be very conveniently applied as an
anemometer. This is Lind's anemometer, and its arrangement is
sho"''n in Fig. 326. AB and BE are t,vo upright
Fi�. 3!?G.
glass tubes 15i of an inch in diameter, and filled
with water, and BOD is a narrow, bent, connect
ing piece bet,veen the two, of only -.,lr; inch diame
tot·. li'G is a scale, by ·which to read off the height
of the ,vater. When the mouth A is turned to
the ,vind, its force presses down the column in
AB, and raises that in DE, and hence the dif
ference of level between the two surfaces may be
read on the scale It. From this, the velocity of
tho winu may be calculated by the formula
v = i,0 + a. ✓h ; v0 and a. being co-efficients de
duced from experiments for each instrument.
The use of this instrument is very limited, as
pressu1·es ,vhich move the ,vater to a difference of
level of :i.'o of a n inch can scarcely be noted ac
curately, but n10.y be esti1nnted to _ icr or 7,10 • This gives 5 to 1 miles
per hour as the limit of ,vind velocity really measurable. To obviate
these disadvantages, and render
Fig. 327.
the instrument useful for moderate velocities, Robison and
W ollo.ston introduced the fol
lo,"iug improYements.
In Robison's anemometer
there is 11 narrow, horizontal
pipe HR, Fig. 327, between
t�e mouthpiece .A, and the up
right pipe BO; and there is
poured as much ,vater into tho
instrument, before using it, as
brings the surface F to the
leve] of HR, and filling tho
small tube to H. When the
mouth A is turned to the ,vind,
tl1e ,vater is driven ho.ck in the narro,r tube, and a column FFv
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connterbnlancing tl1e force of thC' ,rind, rises in the tube IJ.E, but
which is measurable by the length of tuLe HH1 , in ,vhich the ,vatcr
has been driven baok. If d and d1 be the dinmetcrs, and h an<l h1
the height of the columns l1F1 nnd HH1, then
Ii or '1 1 is always
n d2 li = "' d.f.. 1i1, and . ·. Jil = (�) h1 , or h 1 =
4
4
dl
dl
than 1,, anrl can, therefore, be read with
greater i n the ratio

2

(!)'

much greater accuracy tbttn /1,.

(!_)

2

If!!:...l= 5, then the indications in
dl
HH1 are 25 times greater thn,n in l1F1 •
Again, the differential nnemometer of Wollaston, shown in Fig.
328, may be used for ascertaining the velocity of the ,vind. This
jnstrun1cnt consists of tl'\�o i-essels B and C1,
Fig. a2s.
antl of a bent pipe IJEF, ,vuich unites the
two vessels by their bottoms. The one ves
sel is shut a.t top, and has a siJe orifice L1,
,rhich is turned to the wind. The instru
+ment is filled 1\"ith 'll1ater an d oil. The fo1·mer
fills the t,vo legs to about }, and the oil fills
them up, and occupies part of each of the
vessels. The force of the wind raises the
wa.ter in one leg higher than it stands in the
other, and the an1ount of this force is meaE
sured by the difference of p1·cssurc between
the water column F:F'a , and the oil column JJJJ1 • If Iil= the height
of each of these columns, and E = the specific gravity of the oi], we
then have in the last formula }1, ( 1 - ,), instead of h, and, therefore,
v = i,0 + a. ✓(1 - ,) h. If, for example, the oil be linseed, ,;l= 0,94 ,
V = V0 + a. ✓(1l- 0,94) Ii = v0 + a. ✓0,06l. Ii = v0 + 0,245 a. ✓IL,
or h is I i O = 16i times as high as in the case of the tubes being
simply filled with water. By mixing, or combining the water with
alcohol, the density of the ,vater may be brought even nearer to that
of the oil ; and, therefore, 1 - E becomes still less, or the difference
of level to be rend ; and, therefore, the accuracy of the reading is
increased.
§ 215. Anemometers, analogous to the strearn quadrant (Vo1. I.
§ 381), have also been proposed and applied on the same principle,
there_ being substituted a thin plate for the spherical ball used in
gauging ,va.ter streams. But a very thin metallic sphere is certainly
preferable to a thin plate, for then the force of the wind remains the
sa.n1e for a.II inclinations of the rod to which it is attached, whereas it
changes with the angle of inclination of the thin plate ; whilst, when
a sph�re is used, the formula v = .i, ✓ tang. $3 (in which J3 is the
deviatt?n of th� rod from the ,fertical ), is sufficient. The application
of a th1n plate involves a complicated expression for the calculation
of the velocity.

•
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Lastly, the ve1ocity of the wind may be ascertained by the force
,vith which it acts directly on a plane surface opposed to it at right
angles, and for this the inst1·uments used are more or less similar
to the hydrometer, describeu in Vol. I. § 882. If the law of the
impact of wind were accurately known, the velocity of the wind
might be determined without fw·ther research by these means. But
this is not the case, and the formulas given in Vol. I. § 390, and
the co-efficient given in § 392, lead to only approximate results.
Retaining these, however, for the present, or putting the impulse of
the ,vind
Vz
?r'
P = { . - F -,, = 186 • - F r,
2g
2g
or, rendered in English measures, as

� = 0,0155, P = 0,02883 v" F r,
2
and if the density of the air r = 0,07974 lb. per cubic foot, then
P = 0,002299 or 0,0023 via F, and ·. · for two square feet of sw·
facel:
i
P = 0,0023 v , .·. v = --- = 20,85 ✓P feet.
p
J 0,0023
For velocities
v=

10

15

20

I I

'fhe impul1c1ive
force ofthe.-' \Vind
on 1 S'}uare fl= 0,24 55 0,552.J 0,082

25

30

35

40

45

50

feet.

J,534 2,209 1·3,00701 3,928 4,97 l / 6,137 5
lb.

Aumitting the above_ pre!11 ise�, the force of _the wind on any sur
face at right angles to its direction may be easily calculated.
§ 216. li'orce of Wind.-1\Te shall now study more closely the
effect of the in1pulse of ,vind on the s:tils of "·indmills. Let UB, for
this purpose, conceive the whole sail surface diYided into an infinite
number of normal planes on the axis
Fig. 320.
of the sail or arm, and suppose 01),
Fig. 329, to be such an elementary
plane. Owing to the considerable ex
tcnt, and particularly owing to the
great lengtl1 of a sail, "'e may assume
!hat all the ,vind of the column press
ing on the surface OJJ, coming in the
direction AH, ,vill be turned off by
the impact in directions parallel to OD,
and, therefore, "'e may make use of the
formulas in Vol. I. § 388. If c = the
velocity of the sail, Q the quantity of ,vind striking on 01) per
second, "I = the density of the wind, and a. = the :i.ngle OAH, which
the direction of the wind makes with OD, then, on the assumption

80*
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that the plane OD moves away in the direction of the ,vind, the
-v
normal impulse of the wind on OJJ, is N = c
sin. a. • Q 'Y•
9
Putting the section ON = G, then the quantity of wind Q coming into action, is not G c, but G (c - v), as the sail, moving with
the velocity v, leaves a space G v behind it, which takes up a propor
tion of the quantity of wind (} c following it, equal to G v, without
undergoing any change of direction. Ilence, the normal impulse
may be put
2 .
(
c
1/
)
C-V •
r 'Y = .;___� sin. a. G r,
N = -- si1i. a. . (c - v) G

•

or, if F == the frea of the element OIJ, nnd w!substitute F sin. a. for
. 2
-v)'� sin.
(
..;.._
__
a. F r ·
t
en
,
c:l
h
N
= g
G
Besides this impulse on the face of OIJ, there is a counter action
on the back ; inasmuch as one part of wind, passing in the directions
OE and IJF, at the outside of the plane, t.akes an eddying motion to
£11 up the space behind, and consequently loses pressuro correspond
ing to the relative velocity ( c -v) sin. a, ancl represented by
( c - v)z
sin. a.z . F 'Y• If we combine the two effects, we got the
2g
normal impulse of the wind on the element F of the sail :
2
2
1 )2 ,
(c
v
(c-i
z
ii'
,
i
•
z
)
(c-v)
N = .;....__;... Bin. a.. F r + -'----'- sin. a.. r = 3 . -'----- s1,11,. a. F ,-.
29
2g
g
§ 217. Best Angle o f Impulsc.-In the opplication of this formul:1
to windmills, ,ve hn.ve to bear in mind that
Fig. 330.
the windsail BO, Fig. 330, does not move
away in the direction AR of the wind, but
in a direction AP at right angles to it,
and hence, in the formula
2
(
N = 3 . a- i,) sin . a.2 • Fr, ,ve have to sub2g

stitute, for v, the velocity Av1 = Vu ,vith
which the v,rinclsail moves in reference to the
direction of the wind. If v = the actual
velocity of rotation A v (Fig. 330), then
Av1 = v1 = v cotg . Av1 v = v cotg. a; a.nd,
therefore, for the case in question :
(q . a.)2 • 2 l
. _ (c sin. 11 -v cos. o.)<J.
(e-vco
F r·
N - 3 . .;....____ ....:;______:__ . sin. a. 1t r, or - 3
n
g
2g
�
This normal impulse is to be decomposed. into two others, P and
R, one acting in the direction of rotation, tho other in the direction
uf the axis of the element of the sail ; then
a) l
co
s.
a.
v
(c
sin.
P = N cos. a = 8 -"--- -- ----- cos. a. • F r, ancI
2
.
(c
coR.
o.)
•
sin.
a.
-v
R = N sin. o. = 3 ____ _ __ ___.;_ sin.
a. • F r.

'Jg

'i.g
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By multiplying by the velocity of rotation v, we get, from the
formula for P, the mechanical effect of the windsail.
(c sin. a - ·v cos. a)2
F
L = PV = 3 --------"-- V cos.
Cl •

"/•

2g
The parallel or axial force R, gives no mechanical effect, but on

the contrary increases the pressure on the pivot or footstep at the
lower end of the windshaft, and so gives rise to a. los8 of effect.
. The last formula indicates, and it is self-evident, that the effect
increases with the velocity c, and with the area F; but it is not so
evident from it, how the angle of impulse a, affects the mecha
nical effect produced. That L may not be = O, c sin. a. must be
V
> v cos. a. ; that is, tang. a. > - , and cos. a. > O, and, therefore,
C

There must, therefore, be a. value of a. between the limits
tang. a. > v , and e1 < 90°, corresponding to a, maximum value of L.

a.

< 90 .
°

To find this value, let us instead of a. put 11 + x, x being a very small
+ cos. a. sin. x, or
angle. Then we have sin. (a.l+
- x) = sin. a. cos. x putting cos. x = 1, and sin. x being put = x,
s'in. (a. + x) = sin. a + x cos. a, further :
eos. (a. + x) = cos. a. cos. x + sin. " sin. x = cos. a. + x sin. a., and
these values give us as the effect :
. a. - v cos. a. 2 cos. a.,
3 c2 v F
L = -sin.
r(
)
C
2g
L1 = 3 d' vFr([sin. a + x cos. a.- v (co,. ,a+z1in.tA)]'(co,. a.+xsin. a.))
C
2g
= 3 c2v F,- [sin.a-fl cos.a. + (cos. a. + !sin.a.)x]1 (cos.a. x ,in. a)
C
C
2g
3
c2 V
,
a.t- fl- cos. a.)' cos. a.
= -- Fr (sin.
C
2g
+ [2 (sin. a -v cos. a) (c os. a. + v sin. a.) co,. a. - (,in. ti -v co,. a.)3
C

+

C

l<in. a.] x + ), &c., &c.

C

2v
, a. - v cos. a.) (co,. a.
3
c
= L + __ Fr ((2 (sin.
- 2g
C
- (sin. ci - v cos. a.)2 sin. a.] x + &c.)

C

· a.) co,.-�+ IC. sin.

In order that a. may give the maximum value, L1 m�st be less
_
than L, a. being increased or diminished by _ x, �hat 1s, x being
positive or negative. But the last formula gives in the one case
L1 > L, and in the other < L, so long as the second member
3
+
c v Fy [• • • • J x is a real quantity. Therefore, for obtaining
- ig
the maximum value, it is necessary that this second member should ,
be 0, or, that
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'V ein.e
• a.e- "-(
• a.- -V cos.ea.) (cos. a. + e• a.=eQ,
• a.) cos.a.- (szn.
'V COB,a.)Zsin.e
.. sin.
C

C

C

or 2 (cos. a + v sin. o) cos. a. = (siii. a. - v cos. a.) si-n. a.,
C

C

3 v sin.
•
. a. cos. a. = 2 cos. a2•
or sin.
a.2 - C

· sin,.
°'
. 'ding by cos. a.2, and putting
-- = tang. o, we 11ave
D1v1
cos.

8
tang. a..,. - -v tang.
C

0,

a=

2,

from which we deduce as the angle for the maximum effect:
2

f(3v)

tang. Cl = 3 v
2.
2 C + "' 2 C +
As, in the windsails, the outer elements of the sail have a. greater
ve]ocity than those nearer the axis of rotation, it follows that the
outer pnrt of the sail should be set at a greater angle of in1pulse than
the inner, in order to insure a maximum effect. Hence the sails
must not be plane surfaces, but "esurfaces ga1tclies," or surfaces of
double curvature, warped so that the outer part deviates less from
the plane of the axis of rotation, than the inner part.

-

Rtmark. Tbe most advan1ageo11s angles of impulse of a sail, mny also be ascertained

b y tbe following cons1tuction. Fig. 33 L ,
take C B = I , sel off C..i
✓"2 nt right
angles to it, i. t., the diagona l of a square
on CB. and draw .tlB. 1'be tang. .11.BC
ore,
✓'.!, on1l1 theref
0
L .llliC
:S-t • 44', 1:111, "'llich is the angle
of impulse close up to tl,e axi8 of rotation.

=

Fi!!. 33 I .

=

=

If in
. y = 3--,
cw .'t ·we ma k·e
\2,:

c

t11e velocity

of the ,\· ind, and fll the nngnlar velooity,
and li,r .r suc(•essively, 1lie clfarance of tbe
sail Lars frnrn the ,viutlsbnft ax,s , nn1l set
off tbe�e ''lllue� of y from C on CB a
CD,. CDg,, C'D3, &c. F1.1rther draw• the
hypotlw11uses .I.JDJ , .AD'l' .IU)3, &c., and
prolong tliern, so tbat D.E,
C.D,. D'l E�
C.D3• &o.
CJJ,z, .D3E3
Lastly, lny
off .ll.E1 • .IJEtJ- J1E3• iu the dircctio11 .IJ.C
as .IJ.C1, .ll.Cg,, .11C3. &c., rai:1e at C1, C2, C,
&c., the peq.iendoiuulars C,81 , C,T!2, < 3 3,
Cl:J = I Ioaud Jraw .11.B1• .111 2 .Jil,,
&c.,
&c ., then .lln,C., .l1B2Cv- .IJ.B3C3• &c., ar�
the aug-le,; requirt>d; Jor

=

=

=

= .JJC, = .IJE, = D E, + .11.D, = y, + ✓Y/+ �.
B,B,
l
.
C
tang. ..iB,C,o= .JJ , = ilE,,, = D!l� + .11.D, = .v,+ ✓Y,�+ :.?, &c.
.J4C.
1
tang. .9.B,C,

=

r

1

§ 218. The Meclianical Effect.-The formula for the best angle
of the sails mny be used conversely to dctern1ine the best velocity of
rotation for a given angle a. For this

•
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3v tang. a
tang. a.2 - _

= 2,

and, therefore, very simply,
tang
c (tang. 11 - 2 cotang. a.)l-c
a.2 - 2
·
·
(
.
-=
v=
·
3
tang. o. ) 3
If we put this value in the formula for the mechanical effect, we
have
2
2
2
2
3
c
tang.
2
.
a.
tang.
o.
2
c
•
L=
F "I ·
• - • (sin. a - _....;;;..._____ COB. a.) cos. a.
2g
.
tang. o.
3
· 3 tang. a.
2
2
= j . !.__ Fr . (tang. a. - 2)3 cos. a. = j . !.__lF r . (3 sin. a.2 3- 2).
2g
sin. a.
2g
sin. a.
The theoretical effect of a windsail, may hence be calculated for
any given velocity of wind, and of rotation. From a given number
of revolutions per minute, we have the angular velocity
c..i
nu
0,1047 . u. If the whole length of whip be divided into
=
=
30
7 equal parts, and if, as usual, the sail begins at the lowest point of
division, so that its total length = 4 l , we can very easily, by means
of the formula
tang. a. = ;; + J (;;) + 2,
2

calculate the best angle of sail ci0, a.1 , a.2, &c., or for each of the points
of division of the whip, by substituting successively
2l
l , =
v-0 =
v1
, v2 = 3 l . . . . to v0 =- 1 l or l.
Co) •

7

Co) •

7

Co) •

7

Co) •

T

Co)

. If, further, h0, b1, b2 • • • b0 be the width of sail to be put on eachl·
of these points, we can calculate, by aid of Simpson's rule, from
n. a.21 - 2 b &c. a.
sin. a.12 ---- 2
3 sz'n.• a.02 si
3
3
2
b., (
.
3
•
3
( sin. ci03 ) bo, ( sin.
) 2, '
)
o.1
sin. a.2
mean valuel· k , and, hence, we ari:ive at the whole effect of the sail
L = i k r . 4 l . .:_, or, more generally, l1 being the length of sail,
2g

properly so called, L =

c3
k
i r l1 -.

If the sail were a plane s.urface, that is, if e1 were constant through
out its whole extent, then, by means of
2ll
Vo = ;l , vi = � .
, &c.,
7
we should first calculate the corresponding values :
2
'l'o
)1
Vo
) V1
V
co,. a. . I.u1, &c.,
sin. a. - -;; cos. a.
cos. a. . b0, sin.
cos. a.

(•

c

2g

( • ca--;

c

and then from these, by Simpson'sl· rule, deduce the mean value k11
and introduce this into the formula for the mechanical effect devec3
loped, L= 3 r k 1 • l 1 • -.
2g
: If n be the number of sails, we have of course to multiply the
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last found value b y this number, to get the whole mechanical effect

developed by the windsail wheel, or L

= 3 n r k. 1 l 1 � 2g

Examplt 1. What angle of impulse is required for a windsail wheel, the velocity of
the wind being 20 feet, the nnml>er of sails 4, each being 24 feet in length, and 6 to 9
feet in width ? Number of revolutions 16 per minute. What will be the theoretical
effect of this windmill ?
In the first place, the angular velocity •e= 0,1047 . 16 = 1,67 55 feet, and if the dis
tance of the first BBil bar be 4 feet from the axis of the shaft, or the total length of
28 feet, then for the
whipe= 24 + 4

=

Distancese:

The velocities : ·
The tangents of the angles of
impulse :
The angles :
3 ftfl. •9 - 2
The 'YBlues of
:

The width of BBils :
The product of the two last :
ftfl. ••

4

16

12

8

2 8 FeeL

6,702

13,404 20,106 26,808e33,5 1 0 40,212 46,\1 1 4 ft.

6,0
3,3 67

6,5
5,076

2,004 2,740 3,57 5 4,469 I1 5,397 6,347 I 7,3 1 1
63°,29' 69.0,57' 74°,22' 7 7 °'23' 7 9° '30' 8 1°'3' 82 °' 131
0,5612 0,7810 0,87 59 0,9220 0,9472 0,9622 0,9716

+

8,0

7,0 , 7 5
6,131 6,0'1 5

And from the last product the mean vRlue:
3,367
P,744 + 4 . (5,076 + 6,91 5 + 8,179) +
k

=

24

20

7,578

2

8,5 , 9,0 feet
8,17 9
8,744

. (6,e1 31 + 7 ,578 )

12,1e1 1 + 80,680+ 27,4 1 8
120,209
_
=
= 61679, and if we put:
18
18
18

,- = 0,07 974 lbs. f I= 24, and - = O,OJ 55 X 203 :i::::z 124,
,:3

then the effect of this wheel :
6,679e. 0,07974e. 24,1�4e= 1 1,874 . 1,91e. 1 24 = 2798 feet lbs.e= 5 horse
L= 4 .
power.
Eu••'fh 2. What effect may be expected from a windmill ·wheel� havin� four plane
sailll, aod dae.angle of impulse 75°, the other dimensions and proportions being the same
..u •tboee 1){ the wheel in the latat example? In this case
2g

t.

The velocities of ratio

.!.:
C

The differences

nn. • - - ro,. • :
.

V

The width b:
The products
C

(nn.
.

., co,.

c-_
C

X11

co,.

111

Ill

)'

b:

1
o,335 1 0,6102

0,8792

0,7925

6,0

6,5

1,0053

t,3404 1,675:'> -2,01 00 '2,34:'>7

0,7057

0,6190 0,53'23 0,4456 0,35 88

7,0

8,0

7I 5

0,4023 - 0,708 1 0,9071 0, 9967

I

8,5

0,9830 0,8783

9,0

1

feet

0.7034

From the latter products we deduce, by SimJ1son·s rule, the mean value
2 (U,9071 + 09830))
(0,40'J3 + 0,7034 + 4 (0,708 1 + 0,9969 + 0,87 t;3)
k, =
= 1, (l,1057 + 10,3 324 + 3,7802) = 1 5•;�8 3 = 0,84.5:'i, and from this we l1ave the
1
C

1

n

2 390
effect required L = 4 . 3 . 0,8455 . 0,797 4 . 24 . 124
stead of 5 horse power, found when the sails are v,arptd.

=

+

= 4,34 horse power, in•

§ 219. Loss by Friction.-A considerable part of the 1nechanical
effect deYeloped by the wind on the sails, is consumed by the fric
tion of the windshaft at the neck, especially if the diameter of this
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be great, as is not unfrequently the case. We may assume that
the v.,hole weight of the sail wheel bears on the neck, and thus leave
out of consideration the pressure on the lower or back · bearing.
Although we shall thus find an excess of friction, yet this is com
pensated by leaving out of consideration the friction arising on the
bac� pivot from the force of the wind in the a.xial direction. As
the back pivot is much less in diameter than the neck or front gud
geon, this simplification of the problem may be the more readily
admitted. This being assumed, we have from the weight G of the
whole wheel, F= j G == the friction, and if r = the radius of the
neck, and w r the angular velocity, the mechanical effect consumed:
r
Fl,j r = f G w r - 0,1041l. uJ G r r::::f G v,
l
if v be the velocity at the periphery of the sail wheel.
This being allowed, the useful effect of a windmill with plane sails:
L = 3 n ,y k1 l1 • � -f G r v,
l

'l.g

a.nd that of one with warped sails:
c3 -f G r- v.
L = j n ,- k l1 • l

2g

From the formula:
- v cos. a.)'
L = 3 (c sin. a.
V COS. a. • F"I,
20
for the theoretical effect of an element of a sail, we may deduce the
influence of the velocity of• the sail on the mechanical effect, and we
c sin . ., compare Vol. II. § 118), that is,
(
fin d that for v cos. a. =
3
for v = c tang. °' , the effect is a maximum. If we introduce this
3
value into the above formula, we get
•
3
3
e1
c
sin.
._
L == 3 • :2'7' • ---- F.,,
2g

and from this we deduce that the effect will be greatest when the
angle e1 = 90° , or v = oo . These conditions cannot be fulfilled;
because, even for moderately great velocities, the prejudicial resist
ances, and more particularly the friction at the neck, consume so
much mechanical effect, that the useful effect remaining is very
small. The velocity of rotation should be great to insure a good
efficiency, but it must in each case be ma.de a special subject �f
calculation, as to what number of revolutions will give the maxi
mum effect. This can only be done by calculating the effect for a.
series of velocities of rotation, and from these choosing the greatest,
or deducing it by interpolation.
Exampk. Supposing the windsbat\, sails, &c., of the mill in the last example weigh!t

7 500 lbs., that the mdius of the neck or gudgeon r == i foot, that the co efficient of friction
f 0,1, then the mechanical etfect lost by friction at the neck 0, 1 • 7 f)()O . • r 4 19
2590
feet Jbs. There remains, therefore, in the \\'heel with toa'f)H sails 2798 - 4 1V
feet lbs., or about 86 per cent. of the theoretical etfect. When the shaft is of woo<l, tue

=

=

=
=
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neck is double the above diameter.and, hence, the loss of effect by friction is double, or
the efficiency is only 0,70.

§ 220. Experiments.-Experiments or observations on windmills,
of accuracy sufficient to test our theory, are not extant. TI1ere is
no la.ck of general statements of the results of the effects of diff'erent
windmills, but these are not of a nature to serve for judging of the
efficiency of the machines referred to, inasmuch as the velocity of
the wind has been either altogether undetermined, or ascertained by
instruments not sufficiently trustworthy. The experiments of Cou
lomb and Smeaton are still the most complete, there being, in fact,
none of recent date. . Coulomb made his experiments on one of the
many windmills in the neighborhood of Lille; and from the circum
stance of the work done, being the pressing of oil by means of
stampers, a kind of work, the mechanical effect consumed in which
is easily calculated, deductions from these experiments may be very
·safely made. The four sails of this mill were warped in the Dutch
style, with the angle of impulse from 63fO to 81¼0 , and each of
them contained about 20 square metres, or 215 square feet. The
experiments were made when the velocity of the wind was from 7 to
30 feet per second, t�e velocity at the perip�ry being from 23 to 70
feet, and the results correspond, according to Coriolis (see " Cal cul
de l'effet des Machines), with those of the theory above given. It
is, besides, easy to perceive that, for the better construction, when
3 sin. a." - 2 , cannot
warped sa1· 1s are used, th e mean va1ue of
vary
. 3
sin. a.
very much from that which is deduced by calculation in the first
example § 218, viz. = 0,880. If, now, we introduce this into the
general formula, we obtain the following very simple expression for
the effect of a windmill :
L = j . 0,88 . 0,0781 • n F� :z 0,000473 n F c3 ft. lbs.
2g
The mean of Coulomb's observations, gives
L = 0,026 n Fc3 kilogrammetres, or
L = 0,000511 n F c3 ft. lbs.
or a near approximation to the theoretical determination. We may
with safety assume
L =- 0,00048 n F c3 ft. lbs.
This formula only gives satisfactory results, however, when the
velocity at the extremity of the sails is about 2½ times that of the
wind, as indicated by theory to be the best velocity.
Example. Suppose a windmill of 4 l1orse po\\·er, when the velocity of the wind is 16

feet per second is required. What sail surface must it have 1 According to the last
4 . f>J O
r.
E•
4249320
r.
· for 5 snits
· each
Ia, n .r
iormu
that 1s,
I O3O square ieet;
.
'
40�6
0,00048 . 163
206 square feet. If I, the length = :; titnes the mean breadth b, then
fi b� 206 . ·. b
6J feet, and the length 1,
3If feet.

=

= ��-- = --:----::-- =
=v41 =

=

§ 221. Smeaton's Maxims. -The great English civil engineer,
John Smeaton, instituted a very complete inquiry into the power of
winq, and made a series of experiments, the results of �· l1 ich arc
given in the follo,ving table :-

TABLE,

<
0

Exhibiting tlie Re,u/t, of Ninetm. &t, of Experim�111, on Windmill Sail,, of varioU3 Struclure,, Positiofu, and Extenis of Surface.

1l
s::
..:

The description of sails made
use of.
Plane· sails, at an angle of 55°

Plane sails, weathered according
to the common practice . .

Weathered accor<ling to M'Laurin's
Theory . . . . • . . .

i
i

•

1

Sails weatht-red in the Dutch man- f
ner, tried in vviou• positions·
Sails weathered in the Dutch man-

· ner, but enlarged towards the•
extremities . • • • • • .

,
...

Eight sails, being sectors of ellip- {
tes, in their best positions .

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

18
19

14
15
16
17

-= ·-·--s

..c
Q)

•

Q)

11)

Q) Q)
bl) !::

<C vM

�

--

bll

C
«I

11)
Q)

..

Ill

Q)

degree, degree,

35

12
15
18

9
12
15

35

12
15
18

26½
29!
32½

-o -=

..c
- ..c

� ::

:: ·-

..c "d

Q) -g

.... 0

r::

C :l

fl)

._ Ill

E,-4 c:I

en

66

-

105
96

-

120
120

Q)

Q)

s

•

'- ... :l
0 �
Ill
•C rn M
... - Cl:!

s

� JJ �
42

70
69
66

66
70½
63½

3
5
7½
10
12

15
18
20
29½
25
27

123
108
100

79
78
77
73
66

12
12

22
22

105
96

64½
64½

0

7½
10
1215

22½
25
27
30

-

123
117
1 14
96

93

75
74
66
63

Q)

..c

s

•

- :l

:ii

·-s

'-.:I �

g Ill

...:I �

lb.
7.56

fl)
Q)

•

'"d

- cc

�j

C!)

lb.
12.59

.:
C)
::

]
Po.

318

7.56
8.12
9.81

' 44 1
464
462

4.75
7. 0
7.5
8.3
8.69
8.41

5.31
8.12
8.12
9.81
10.37
10.94

442
553
585
639
634
580

16.42
18.06

27 87

6.3
6.72
7.0

7.0
7.35
8.3

10.65
1 1 .08
12.09
12.09

--

12.59
13.69
14.23
14.78

-

462
IHS
527

799
820
799
762

1059
. 1 165

....0

-

-� .c o:

=.. -o -m :,e.

.C/l

•

� :l

� (lJ

... >.
bD :,... ...

E
�
·
·o ·- 8 M
Q)

Q)
C)

r:: <!!
� ..

Q)

·

(...,.

0

8-

�> >

-- ,q. in.
·404

404
404
404

404
404
404
404

·-

Q)

Q)

Ill

�

10.7

-

10:6..6
10:7

--

404

10:7.7
10:6.6

505
505
505
505

10:6.1
10:6.3
l 0:5.8
10:6 6

404
404
40.4
404

854
1 146

-

10:6.8
10:6.8
10:6.6

10:6.1
10:5.9

... '"d

.

....o .9

8

ce
�

...

"' m S
2
..5 :l

f
....

-

(1) . .....

bl)� �

0 ....

9

-�j m

0:

10:6

. . 10:8.3
1 9:8.3
10:7 .1

-

10:8.8
10:8.6
10:9.2
10:8.5
10:8.4
10:7.7

l 0:8.5
10:8.1
10:8.4
10:8.'2

10:5.9

-

...
c... ,::
Q)

O O

0 -

...

..

ti
:l

·- Q) "::l
�

0

C) Po.
...
�

en

10:7.9

10: 10.1
10:10.15
10:10.1 5
10:11.4
10:12.8
10:13.
10:11.
10:13.7
10:14.5
10:15.8
10:15.7
10:14.4

10:15.8
10: 16.2
10:15.8
10:15.1
10:12.4
10:10.1
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The experimental wheel had whips 21 inches long, the sails being
18 inches long, and 5,6 inches broad. This wheel was not moved
by the impulse of wind, but was moved round in air at rest, whence
it was the resistance of the air, and not its impulse, which was ob
served-a circumstance taking considerably from the value of the
experiments. The motion of the sails against the wind, was given
by means of an upright shaft, from which projected an arm 5½ feet
long, at the end of which_ was a seat for the model mill wheel. This
upright shaft was set in motion by the observer having a cord wound
round it like the peg of a top. To measure the re.sistances of the
air, supposed here, tQ b� identical w_ith tht: impulse of wind of the
same velocity, there was al· scale with weights, attached by a fine
cord to the shaft of the wind �heel, and this was wound up by the
power communicated to the sails. The results of these experiments
correspond well qualitatively with our theory. They show to demon
stration that the warped sail gives the best effect, and that the
angles of impulse deduced by theory are actually the best. In the
example to § 218, we found the angles for 7 bars, starting from next
the axle, to be: 63° ·29,; 69° 57'; 74 ° 22'; 77 ° 23'; 79 ° 30'; 81°
3', and 82° 13', and Smeaton found the following 6 angles to be the
best, or at least r�ry good, 72° ; 71° ; 72° ; 74° ; 77½ 0 ; 83° ; or
very little diffe·rent from the theory.
Smeaton remarks, too, that a deviation of 2 degrees in the angle of
impulse, has no sensible influenc_e on the mechanical effect produced
by the wheel.
· ·
Smeaton draws the following maxims from his experiments, made
at velocities varying from 4! to 8f feet per second.
1. The velocity of the windmill sails, whether unloaded or loaded,
so as to produce a maximum, is nearly as the velocity of the wind,
their shape and motion being the same.
2. The load at the maximum. is nea.rly, but somewhat less than,
as the square of the velocity of the- wind, the shape and position of
the saile being the same..
3. The effects of the same sails at a maximum are nearly, but
somewhat less than, as the cu�es of the velocity of the wind.
4-. The load of the same sails at the maximum is nearly as the
squares, and their effects as the cubes of their number of turns in a
given time.
5. When the sails are loa�ed so _las to produce a maximum at a
given velocity, and the velocity of the wind increases the load con
taining the 13ame : fir�t, the increase , of effect, .when the increase of
the velocity of the wind is smaller, will be nearly as the squares of
those velocities; secondly, when the velocity of the wind is double,
the effects will be nearly as 10 to 27 ½ ; but, thirdly, when the velo
cities compared are more than double of that where the given load
produces a maximum, the effects inc�ease nearly in a- simple ratio
of the velocity of the wind.
6. If sails are of � similar _figure and position, the number of
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turns in a given time will be reciprocally as the radius or length of
the sail.
. 7. The load a.t a maximum that sails of a similar figure and posi
tion will overcome, at a given distance from the centre of motion,
will be as the cube of the radius.
8. The effect of sails of similar figure and position are as the
square of the radius.
9. The velocity of the extremity of Dutch sails, as well as of the
enlarged sails, i n all their usual positions when unloaded, or even
loaded to a mitximum, is considerably quicker than the velocity of
the wind.
According to these experiments, the effect of the wind on wind
mill sails is greater than theory indicates, or than Coulomb's experi
ments gave.

Literature. The tnost con1plete exposition ofthe theory of windmills is given in Weis
ba.ch's " Bergmaschinen Mechanik," vol. ii., and in Coriolis's " Traite du Calcul a l'etfet
des Machines." Smeuton's experiments are recorded in the "Philosophical Transactions,' '
1 759 to I 776. They were collected into a �parate volume, and publi!lhed under the
_
title "An experi1nental Enquiry concerning the natural powers of Water and Wind to
turn Mills and other Machines depending on a circular n1otion." These papers were
trnuslated into French by Girard, i n 1827. There are extracts from them in Barlow's
"Treatise on the Manufactures," &c. In Nicholson'so" Operative Mechanic," Brewster's,
Ferguson's, &c., &c. Coulomb's experin1ents are given in his oft·quoted work "Theorie
des MRchines simples."
Mariotte wrote upon the impulse of wind, in his "Hydrostatics." He makes the impulse

P = J,73 � F ,,.

2g
Borda, in theo" Memoires de l'Academie de Paris," 1763, has a paper; Rouse, Hutton,
Woltmann, have all handled this subject. The two latter authors find P much smaller
than Mariotte did, because they measured the remtance, not the impt,,IM of the wind.
The co-efficient �
t_ !._ F )' is certainly
! as found by Woltmann, is too small, or P

�

= �'

= � 2g

too little, for he did not obtain the constant., for his windsail wheel by direct experiment
(1te " Theorie und Gebrauch des Hydrometrischen Fliigels," Hamburg, J 790). Hutton
deduces from his experiments, that it is more accurate to consider the impulse and resist•
ance of the air as increasing.as Jl'O·' (,ee " Philosophical and Mathematical Dictionary,"
vol. ii.). If we assume C
1,86 for a small surface of 1 square foot, then, for a sail
3,162, which
1,7 . 1,86
2000-'o. 1,86
of 200 square feet surface, we should have C
agrees well with the theoretical determination, anu ,vith what we have said above,
Where C
3 and P
3 . � F >'· In Poncelet's "Introduction a la Mecanique indus•
2g
.
tr1elle," there i s an admirable collection and di!Cussion of the experiinents on impulse
and resistance of wind.
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